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Introduction 
It was the start of summer 2014 when the University of Notre Dame (ND)’s Kresge Law 
Library (KLL) started to make its entry into social media with a Twitter 
account@NDLawLibrary. The accountgrew a following to focus on library related topics. In 
Fall 2014, the KLL conducted a social media survey focusing on graduate students(see 
Appendix A, Appendix B, Appendix C).Participants in the survey included 355 graduate 
students that completed the survey out of the 629 that received it. Of the participants that 
responded to the question as to whether they would follow the KLL in social media,66% (212 
of 320) of participantsresponded that they would. In response, the Kresge Law Library started 
the Facebook fanpage Kresge Law Library and continued with the Twitter account in an effort 
to increase communication between the Library and the graduate students.  
 
Objective and Library Mission 
Social media is in line with the KLL strategic initiatives. The mission and fundamentals 
sections below are direct excerpts from the strategic plan. The underlined sentences within the 
sections support the creation and continuation of social media at the KLL. 
 
Mission 
The Kresge Law Library exists to provide the necessary scholarly foundation for the conduct of 
research in the law and to provide space for independent and collaborative study of the law for 
the faculty and students of Notre Dame Law School. The library supports the mission of the 
Law School by acquiring, providing access to, and guidance in the use of the best resources in 
support of the curriculum of the Law School and the scholarly interests of the faculty and 
students. Additionally, it supports the legal research requirements of the larger university 
community. 
 
Fundamentals 
The Kresge Law Library is an enterprise devoted to service within our community. We conduct 
our work in such a way that the Catholic character of the University informs our endeavors. The 
faculty and staff in the Kresge Law Library work in harmony with the University’s mission and 
communicate the University’s values of accountability, teamwork, and integrity in every action. 
The Law Library delivers the highest level of service to its primary patrons, the faculty and 
students of the Notre Dame Law School. We embrace the Law School’s goals of being a 
premier legal research center and of offering an unsurpassed educational experience. In order to 
best contribute to the success of the Law School and the University, the Law Library supports, 
enhances, and enriches the scholarly and educational experience within the Law School by 
developing innovative library practices and services, providing exemplary technology support 
and research assistance, and by offering an authoritative collection of legal resources. 
 
Social Media and the Kresge Law Library Strategic Plan 
Below is an excerpt from the KLL strategic plan that supports the creation of social media in the 
Law Library.  
4. Develop a law library staff which will be flexible and creative in response to changes in the 
work environment and which will embrace the vision, mission, and fundamentals of the Kresge 
Law Library. 
● Provide law library staff with sufficient opportunities, resources, and support to 
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work productively and with flexibility in a changing environment, with particular 
emphasis on increasing technical capabilities. 
○ Share information and spotlight the work and contributions of all staff 
members. 
The entire KLL strategic plan can be viewed athttp://tinyurl.com/KLstrategicplan 
 
University of Notre Dame Social Media Policy 
To stay on message with ND, it is important the KLL author(s) become familiar with the 
University’s Social Media Policy. You can review it including the University’s Best Practices 
for social media at 
http://tinyurl.com/undsmpolicy 
 
 
Social Media Decision Tree 
The University provides a visual tree to help those participating in social media with making 
decisions regarding information found in social media about ND. (See Appendix D for the 
Social Media Decision Tree). 
 
There is a handy “remember” box at the top right of the webpage that reads:  
● Be transparent about your connection to ND.   
● Cite official sources if presenting a fact. 
● Take your time to craft a smart response, but take into account the speed of the 
Internet. 
● Your tone reflects the entire University.  
 
Policies 
Before posting to any of social media platforms, KLL author(s)will need to review the 
following policies: 
 
Facebook policy 
https://www.facebook.com/policies 
 
Twitter rules 
https://support.twitter.com/articles/18311# 
 
Policies and violations 
https://support.twitter.com/groups/56-policies-violations# 
 
Peer Institutions 
In the creation of the various social media platforms, the KLL’s peer institutions were reviewed. 
Below are a few questions asked and a few questions that that should have been asked: 
 Do they participate in social media? 
 If so, which platform(s) are they using?  
 What type of content are they posting? 
 How are they using social media to communicate news, events and scholarly 
information?   
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 What percentage is created content and what percentage is recycled? 
 How often are the institutions author(s) posting to their accounts? 
 Does the Law Library have a separate account from the main library?   
 
The peer institutions reviewed:  
1. Boston College 
2. Cornell University 
3. Duke University 
4. Emory University  
5. Fordham University 
6. George Washington University 
7. Georgetown University 
8. Vanderbilt University 
9. Washington and Lee University 
10. Washington University, St. Louis 
 
(See Appendix Eand Appendix Fforpeer institution research completed by the KLL 
Communication team). 
 
Develop a Social Networking Policy 
Before developing a Social Networking Policy, the KLL should establish a social media 
strategic plan that develops ties to the Library strategic plan and mission and include goals for 
the future (Steiner, 2012). However, if there is not time,guidelines should be compiled in the 
form of a Social Media Networking Policy for author(s) to abide by within the institution. This 
is composed of outlining the following:  
 Purpose/ mission statement 
 Guiding principles for content 
 Who may contribute 
 Topics covered/ suggested content 
 Content, style, tone 
 Intellectual properties consideration and guidelines (proper citation) 
 Identifying target audience 
 Identify social media channels 
 Definitions of social media language 
 Operation strategy – develop the structure of how content is created, reviewed (if 
any) and published. Outline the journey from creation to publishing.  
 Response policy – develop a policy regarding audience participation and 
response (ex. Can the audience comment on posts? Will comments be allowed? 
How are they reviewed and how and when are they responded to? How do you 
respond to negative posts? Can comments/posts be deleted?) 
 Allocation of resources – How much time does each author commit to social 
media? 
 Affiliated organizations – Identify other institutions on social media that you 
want to collect information from, interact with, and share information on your 
social networks. 
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Annual Social Media Goals 
In addition to a Social Networking Policy, goals should be developed that are projected out at 
least a year. Some examples of goals can be: 
1. What do you want to accomplish within the first year?  
2. What can be built upon in the second year? 
3. What are your desired metrics by [enter date]? (ex. Increase visits per day, 
increase [insert type] content posts per month, increase clicks per content, etc.) 
 
Use Your Analytics 
The Fall 2014 Social Media Survey helped to identify the main audience for the KLL in 
social media. It is important to continue to follow and learn from your analytics to determine 
who your audience is and how it is growing: 
 Facebook Page Insights 
 Twitter card analytics 
 Google analytics 
 
Take this data and use it to craft a social media voice. 
1. Identify the age range. 
2. Identify the male to female ratio. 
3. Factor in what the KLL mission and how it’s best to present the services and 
resources the Library can offer the audience. 
4. Scope out popular accounts or peer institution accounts on these platforms and 
see what type of content works best for them. Video? Still images (photos or 
posters)? Custom graphics? Text only updates? 
 
Know Your Audience/Crafting Your Tone 
 
Developing Your Brand Persona  
“Stating the obvious: a brand isn’t going to be a human on social media. A brand needs a 
“humanized brand” that speaks to their community.” Peg Fitzpatrick (2014) 
 
Craft messages that consistently use the same tone and language.Don’t become repetitive 
when crafting phrases. Develop a unique tone that is fresh and creative. It’s essential to 
developing a brand across social media platforms for the library. Readers, especially 
students, will notice posts that repeat and content that is robotically generated. This is the 
mark of cluelessly generated content and the fastest way to lose touch with the audience.  
 
Results from the Social Media Survey identified the intended audience for the Facebook fan 
page and Twitter feed are the graduate students of the ND’s Law School. This is different 
than the Law School’s social media. The Law School’s intended audience is parents, 
prospective students and alumni. All of the content created and recycled should be beneficial 
information and fall within the interests to hold the attention of the graduate students. In 
other words, the Library needs to solve problems and be useful to the intended community. 
By developing a brand persona, it will make content creation easier to gear towards 
answering questions.    
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Personas 
Complete this stepbefore any content is created for any of the social media platforms. 
Crafting the KLL voice involves understanding the audience. This can be achieved through 
creating personas. A persona is a model of the intended users; based on the user research 
data. They are represented as specific, individual human beings; they are fictional 
personifications. They represent groups of users; archetypes, not stereotypes. They provide a 
precise way of thinking about and communicating how users behave, how they think, what 
they wish to accomplish, and why. 
 
Create a persona based on a specific “archetype” of the intended users. It is recommended to 
identify and create personas for the different years of the graduate law students. This includes 
international graduate law students, Juris Doctor students, LL.M. studentsand possibly one 
for potential faculty that may follow the social media of the KLL. Give each persona a first 
and last name that evokes his/her archetype, select a photograph to represent him/her, and 
craft a narrative (first- or third-person) that adds relevant detail about the persona’s life. The 
persona must fit on one page and should be both memorable and appealing. 
 
Next, write a scenario for the persona that provides contextual details around the persona’s 
use of social media (e.g., study locations, time usage, study pressures, fears, etc.), but does 
not include the use of Facebook or Twitter. Be creative, but keep it short (about 125-150 
words). Where possible, include insights from user research to ground it in reality.(See 
Appendix G for an example of persona). 
 
How to Create a Persona 
To develop a persona, one must understand the audience. Data analysis is needed and can be 
gathered through interviews of graduate students, observations of graduate students using 
social media and surveys.All of this can help develop personas.  
 
Personas answer the following: 
Users 
Who are they? Where are they from? What do/don’t they know? What do they do for a 
living? What’s their background? 
User Needs 
What do they look for? What types of information do they need? What requirements do they 
have? What limitations or restrictions do they have? 
User Behaviors 
How do they look for information? What do they do when they have an information need? 
User Contexts 
What’s going on in their lives when they look for information? Where are they? What are 
their expectations or motivations? 
 
 
Understanding Behavioral Patterns 
Examine the users you observed/interviewed/surveyed and look for commonalities in terms 
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of their behavioral variables. Look for common activities, aptitudes, skills, etc. 
Behavioral variables.These are measurable and observable characteristics to 
compare individuals. This results in end user knowledge and attitude and use of social media.    
1. Activities: What the user does; frequency and volume 
2. Attitudes: How the user thinks about social media and/or technology 
3. Aptitudes: What education and training does the user has; their capability  
tolearn 
4. Motivations: Why the user is engaged in the using social media platforms 
5. Skills: User capabilities related to the social media platforms and/or 
technology(Cooper, Reimann, and Cronin 2007) 
 
Goal Setting/Synthesize 
For each common behavior pattern, synthesize it into goals. 
1. Common goals: 
a. Experience goals (how they want to feel) 
b. End Goals (what they want to do) 
c. Life Goals (who they want to be) 
2. Common details about use (e.g., relevant context in which your social media  
platforms will likely be used). 
Give the persona(s) a distinct first and last name. The name should be evocative of the type 
of user they represent, but not a caricature or stereotype. Be creative. (Cooper, Reimann, and 
Cronin 2007) 
● E.g., “Bob Businessman” or “Robert Q. Moneyworth” 
 
Expand 
Begin crafting a narrative that synthesizes the behavior patterns, goals and characteristics and 
brings each persona to life. Understand that this is NOT a short story. This is a biographical 
sketch that introduces the person in terms of their job/internship, student status, family and 
lifestyle. Select a photograph to represent each persona and make them more “real.” (Cooper, 
Reimann, and Cronin 2007) 
 
Persona Types 
A number of personas may be created. They should be categorized into several different 
types including primary (all of your personas will likely be primary), secondary and negative.   
 
Other tips. 
● Be succinct and direct; each persona description should fit entirely on one  
page. 
● Lots of text can be overwhelming, so don’t be afraid to use graphics/charts  
to visually communicate important details. 
● Be creative! Use color, pictures, icons (and white space!) to make each 
persona unique and memorable. 
● Remember: the goal of a persona is to invoke empathy for the intended  
users and help remind KLL author(s) who they’re writing for. 
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Scenario 
Once personas are created, give them tasks. A scenario is a concise narrative description of 
how a persona will use the KLL social media platforms to achieve specific goals. They 
should specify an information need that may be experienced by the persona. Scenarios are 
like mini-stories: they describe the context in which the KLL social media platforms are 
used. (Gaffney, 1999) 
 
Tips for Scenario 
The scenario should tell a memorable, but realistic story about the persona. 
● Keep it short (about 125-150 words) 
● Be creative! Bring the persona to life. 
● Describe the context: in addition to the problem this person is facing, what  
else is going on around them? 
● Make it real: use insights from user research to ground it in reality. 
● The scenario should stop just before the person starts using the social  
media platform. 
● All scenarios should end with something like “Joe sits at his desk and  
browses to the Kresge Law Library Facebook page, so he can begin his  
search for [INSERT TASK].” (Mac Donald, 2013) 
 
Content Outline 
Match the content with the ideal persona and KLL will be planning for success. There are two 
types of content creation: 
● Created - Original content that is created and written by the author(s). This  
could include citing resources. However, the post is original content and 
properly cited, if necessary. 
● Recycled - Content that is not created by the author. This content is someone  
else’s exact words and should be properly cited and formatted to attribute 
credit.   
There are three categories under content creation classifying the types of posts recommended:  
● Standard - These types of posts convey library business. This is internal  
news. 
● Creative - These posts are creative in nature. They are created content  
versus recycled.   
● Resource - These posts are external to the KLL. The news and  
information that are external in nature. Examples: tips, educational, 
advice. 
 
Below, find a recommended list of suggested topics from the Social Media Survey and 
assessment of peer institutions categorized by type.  
 
Standard 
Event announcements 
Library News (hours/availability) 
Opportunities (instruction/ research and scholarship) 
Exploring spaces in the library 
Job vacancies 
Changes in journal or database information/tips 
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Notification when tours occur (so students can schedule study around it or participate!) 
Highlight movies in the collection for students 
Pictures of special events, holiday decorations, etc. (that help make the library look more 
open and engaging) 
Lost and found items 
 
Creative 
Did you know…? (trivia, study tips) 
Feature unique (crazy) cases from the past and important information 
New acquisitions and book recommendations (faculty books or articles, fun non law books) 
Research tips 
Blue Book facts/tips (cover common questions) 
Legal researching/citation 
Legal humor 
Librarian/research person of the week 
 
Resources  
Event announcements 
Opportunities (instruction/ research and scholarship) 
Changes in legal jurisprudence, opinions regarding Supreme Court cases 
Fun facts about the law 
Topics students are researching 
Supreme Court fun facts 
News 
Weekly law and legal news 
New important case law 
New publication on ground breaking legal research 
Analysis of important Supreme Court cases and decisions 
Important development on major legislation 
Other legal news that may be important to not only students but also practitioners 
On campus event related to research  
On campus resource for students to take advantage of (ex. that will benefit their research or 
help them relax during finals). 
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Facebook and Twitter Instructions 
 
How to Post To the Facebook Fan Page 
After you log into the Facebook account, you should see the dashboard with the news feed. 
To the left there is a list of bookmarked pages. At the very bottom of the first list is the 
Kresge Law Library Facebook Fan page. Click that and it will bring you to the fan page. 
 
Research #hashtag and @mention Opportunities 
● Research relevant #hashtags that you could use in your tweets to 
potentially boost readership. Go to https://twitter.com/ and type keywords into the 
search box that you think may be possible #hashtags.  
○ It’s best to use #hashtags that are being used by the larger 
Twitterverse than to create your own. For example, #Lawschool and 
#NDLawStudents are a good hashtags for KLL posts. 
 
 
 
 
● Note that the KLL hashtag is #kreslib 
 
● Research relevant Twitter and Facebook profiles that you can mention as 
part of your post or tweet. For Tweets, use @Mention (by including the @ in 
front of the twitter handle). For Facebook, like Twitter type a @ before a name. A 
drop down should appear with suggestions. Click the one that you are looking for.  
○ This encourages a connection between our profile, 
@NDLawLibrary, and other Twitter and Facebook users. It may result in 
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more retweets (RTs), shares and likes.  
○ Go to https://twitter.com/ and type name keywords into the 
search box that you think may result in a potential Twitter profile. Be sure 
to select the “People” option in the top left: 
 
 
 
● You can do the same in Facebook’s search box. 
 
 
Write a Tweet and/or Facebook Post In Hootsuite 
Managing and creating posts to multiple social media accounts can get tedious and become 
cumbersome. Hootsuite is one platform the KLL can use to post to several social media 
accounts. Hoostsuite can be used with one author but certainly should be used with multiple 
authors posting to several accounts. Among the many features of the free account is that 
authors from the KLL can schedule posts to publish at later dates and posts can be saved 
with out being published. So if there are posts an author is working on, but has not 
completed the save feature can be crucial. The “publish later” feature providesthe KLL 
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authors the opportunity to build posts ready for publishing out weeks. It also provides the 
opportunity to curate posts more effectively and efficiently.   
 
Instructions on use below: 
● Go to www.hootsuite.com 
 
 
 
● The generic account username/email is libnews@nd.edu. For password 
contact INSERT ADMIN’s Email Address. All tweets for this account will need 
to be approved by a HootsuiteKLL supervisor. 
● The above screen will appear.  
● Refer to the screenshot above, in the box with A below it, select the social network for 
your tweet or Facebook post by putting your cursor in this field and a drop-down menu will 
appear.  
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● If you want to compose a tweet, click “NDLawLibrary.” By doing this, 
you will ensure a character count tool will appear as you compose your 
message.This will help you keep your tweet with in 140 characters. 
● If you want to compose a Facebook post click “Kresge Law.” A character 
count will also appear at the bottom.   
  
 
● In reference to the B in screenshot on page 13, put the cursor in the 
“Compose message...” field to the right to type your tweet or Facebook post.  
● Writing tweets tips:  
○ Make it short (obviously, you only have 140 characters to 
work with).  
○ You want to grab the attention of the reader and you want 
to add value to the reader. To do this, ask questions of the reader, pick out 
a succinct fun fact, or invite reader participation.  
○ Remember to use relevant #hashtags and @mention 
applicable twitter profiles. 
● Adding links: Copy the URL you’d like to use in your tweet and place 
your cursor in the “Add a link...” field. The following screen will appear. 
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● Paste the URL into this field and click “Shrink,” this will insert the URL 
into your tweet, which is a factor in your character count. 
 
 
Schedule Tweets and Facebook Posts In Hootsuite 
● From the “Compose message...” box you can schedule your tweets and 
Facebook posts. 
 
 
 
● Click the calendar icon. Schedule the date and time from the calendar and 
drop down menus.  
○ Make sure to select the AM or PM options. Times for  
tweets are recommended to occur around the peak hours of 
Social Media Good Practices 
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Facebook and Twitter. (SeeAppendix H for the best times 
to post to Twitter and Facebook andAppendix Ifor the 2014 
Social Media Cheat Sheet). 
● Once you have selected the date and times, click “Schedule.” Your tweets 
and/or Facebook posts will then be submitted into a queue for approval by the 
supervisor.  
 
2014 Recommended Best Times To Post To… 
Every year the KLL must stay on top of annual research by the social media companies 
stating the best time to post to their platforms. This can be included in an annual review of 
social media goals. 
● Facebook 
○ Best times: Weekdays 6:00-8:00am and 2:00-5:00pm 
○ Worst times: Weekends 10:00pm-4:00am 
● Twitter 
○ Best times: Weekends 1:00-3:00 pm 
○ Worst times: 8:00pm-8:00am 
(See Appendix H for the best times to post to social media). 
 
Attributing Credit 
To sources within posts.Cite sources as you would in a scholarlypaper. To cite an 
article from a link include the publisher, author if included. If you have the name(s) of the 
publisher and/or author, depending on where the author(s) is crafting the post, search in the 
Twitter and Facebook search boxes for their respective Twitter handle(s) or Facebook fan 
pages. 
 Ex. Library of Congress’s Twitter handle is @librarycongress 
 Ex. The New York Times’ Twitter handle is @nytimes 
 
Once thehandle(s) is found, include the publisher and/or author. If there is a link, at the very 
least include the publisher’s handle. 
 
To images.When you use a images from another source in your posts always attribute the 
photographer, include the artist’s Twitter handleor Facebook username or if they do not have 
one, insert their name in parentheses after the word “Photo:” 
 EX. (Photo: @lunapaint) or (Photo: Liza Lane) 
o If no photographer is visible from the source, attribute credit to the publisher. 
o If the photographer is a staff member, a decision must be made and 
documented in the social media policy about attributing credit or the decision 
not to do so. 
o If you are running out of characters in Twitter, simply list the name or Twitter 
handle in parentheses.  
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 Ex. (Richard Mundy) or (@rmundy)   
 
Finding and Storing Images 
Locating free images and size.A good source for images that are not created by staff 
or librarians is Flickr Creative Commonshttps://www.flickr.com/creativecommons/ 
Attribution License is the safest to use, which means if the KLL author(s) use an image from 
any Flickr Creative Commons pool of photos,the author(s) must attribute credit to the 
photographer. (See Attributing Credit to Images). 
 
Make sure the image quality is good. This includes an understanding of the dimensions (size) 
and pixilation of a image. Visit this link to learn the basics of required image sizes for 
Facebook and Twitter: http://tinyurl.com/sizecheat 
Image storage and file organization. Keeping images organized. It will save the KLL 
author(s) valuable time when they search for images to attach to their posts. This comes in 
handy when the KLL has annual events and the author(s) are looking to recycle images. 
● For images taken by staff and librarians, it is recommended all images be  
stored in one location. This could include a Box folder shared among the 
KLL author(s) or a folder in a shared drive. 
● When images are saved at the designated location, create a folder for all of  
the images.Within the folder, create a folder by date (ex. 12152014). The 
date should refer to the upload. 
○ Within each dated upload folder will be the images. This  
may seem tedious, but will be an incredible way to 
organize files and for author(s) to find what is needed. 
Incorporate the abbreviated title of the event or subject if it 
is known, add the date and author’s initials (if it was 
decided in the social networking policy that the author(s) 
attribute credit to individual staff and librarians). 
■ It might look something like this: 
● Halloween_10312014_KAS.jpg 
○ If there are multiple images on the same subject or event by  
the same staff or librarian you can add consecutive 
numbers after the initials. 
■ Examples: 
Halloween_10312014_KAS.jpg 
Halloween_10312014_KAS_1.jpg 
Halloween_10312014_KAS_2.jpg 
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Appendix A 
Kresge Law Library Fall 2014 Social Media Survey Results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Response 
Percent
Response Count
50.3% 179
49.7% 177
356
0
Social Media Survey
skipped question
Are you…
Answer Options
Male
Female
answered question
50.3%	  
49.7%	   Male	  
Female	  
Response 
Percent
Response Count
2.0% 7
91.3% 325
3.4% 12
3.1% 11
0.3% 1
356
0
Library Faculty or Staff
skipped question
answered question
Student (J.D.)
Are you …
Social Media Survey
Faculty
Student (LL.M., J.S.D.)
Staff
Answer Options
2.0%	  
91.3%	  
3.4%	  
3.1%	  
0.3%	  
Staff	  
Student	  (J.D.)	  
Student	  (LL.M.,	  J.S.D.)	  
Faculty	  
Library	  Faculty	  or	  Staff	  
Response 
Percent
Response Count
2.6% 9
71.7% 251
15.1% 53
7.1% 25
2.3% 8
1.1% 4
350
6
40-49
30-39
skipped question
answered question
26-29
50 or older
22-25
Answer Options
18-21
How old are you?
Social Media Survey
2.6%	  
71.7%	  
15.1%	  
7.1%	  
2.3%	   1.1%	  
18-­‐21	  
22-­‐25	  
26-­‐29	  
30-­‐39	  
40-­‐49	  
50	  or	  older	  
Response 
Percent
Response Count
96.5% 335
3.5% 12
347
9
Social Media Survey
skipped question
Do you own a smartphone?
Answer Options
Yes
No
answered question
96.5%	  
3.5%	  
Yes	  
No	  
Response 
Percent
Response Count
8.3% 1
91.7% 11
12
344
Social Media Survey
skipped question
Do you plan to purchase or upgrade to a smartphone in the next 6 months?
Answer Options
Yes
No
answered question
8.3%	  
91.7%	  
Yes	  
No	  
Response 
Percent
Response Count
82.6% 276
0.3% 1
15.6% 52
1.2% 4
0.3% 1
334
22
Number Response Date
Other (please 
specify)
Categories
1 Nov 4, 2014 11:13 PM Samsung Galaxy
Social Media Survey
Windows
Android
iPhone (iOS)
Answer Options
Other (please specify)
skipped question
answered question
Blackberry
Which operating system does your smartphone have?
82.6%	  
0.3%	   15.6%	  
1.2%	  
0.3%	  
iPhone	  (iOS)	  
Blackberry	  
Android	  
Windows	  
Other	  (please	  
specify)	  
Response 
Percent
Response Count
90.7% 311
29.4% 101
91.3% 313
3.8% 13
2.0% 7
343
13
Number Response Date
Other (please 
specify)
Categories
1 Nov 7, 2014 9:16 PM
I avoid social 
media
2 Nov 1, 2014 8:41 PM not at all
3 Oct 31, 2014 1:58 AM
I do not use 
social media.
4 Oct 31, 2014 12:31 AM
I don't use social 
media, but when 
5 Oct 30, 2014 5:21 PM
I do not use 
social media
6 Oct 30, 2014 5:10 PM
Do not participate 
in social medis
7 Oct 30, 2014 4:45 PM N/A
Social Media Survey
eReader (Kindle, Nook, etc.)
Desktop or laptop computer
Smartphone
Answer Options
Other (please specify)
skipped question
answered question
Tablet
How do you access social media networks? (Check all that apply.)
0.0%	  
10.0%	  
20.0%	  
30.0%	  
40.0%	  
50.0%	  
60.0%	  
70.0%	  
80.0%	  
90.0%	  
100.0%	  
Smartphone	  
Tablet	  
Desktop	  or	  laptop	  
computer	  
eReader	  (Kindle,	  Nook,	  
etc.)	  
Other	  (please	  specify)	  
Response 
Percent
Response Count
15.7% 54
84.3% 290
344
12
Social Media Survey
skipped question
Do you snap QR codes with your smartphone/tablet?
Answer Options
Yes
No
answered question
15.7%	  
84.3%	  
Yes	  
No	  
Often Sometimes Rarely Never Response Count
313 27 1 0 341
321 11 6 2 340
90 75 96 74 335
129 131 62 17 339
155 158 27 1 341
285 54 1 1 341
5 20 13 23 61
16
341
15
Number
Response 
Date
Other (please 
specify method)
Categories
1 ############ Written Letter
2 ############ Snapchat
3 ############ Letters
4 ############ Letters
5 ############ Skype
6 ############
hand written 
letters
7 ############
r gular mail 
(USPS)
8 ############ Postal Letter
9 ############
M rse Cod  / 
Pony Express
10 ############ Letter
11 ############ Smoke Signals
12 ############ Face Time
13 ############ Actual Mail.
14 ############ skype
15 ############ Letters or cards
16 ############
Smoke signals, 
Morse code
Instant message
Text message
Telephone
Social media
Social Media Survey
How often do you communicate using the following methods?
Answer Options
Email
skipped question
answered question
Other
In person
Other (please specify method)
Email	   Text	  message	  
Instant	  
message	  
Social	  
media	   Telephone	   In	  person	   Other	  
Series4	   313	   321	   90	   129	   155	   285	   5	  
Series3	   27	   11	   75	   131	   158	   54	   20	  
Series2	   1	   6	   96	   62	   27	   1	   13	  
Series1	   0	   2	   74	   17	   1	   1	   23	  
0	  
50	  
100	  
150	  
200	  
250	  
300	  
350	  
400	  
Ax
is
	  T
itl
e	  
Response Percent Response Count
92.3% 313
54.0% 183
6.5% 22
34.5% 117
22.4% 76
73.5% 249
69.9% 237
20.4% 69
19.8% 67
3.5% 12
339
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Number Response Date Other (please specify) Categories
1 Nov 7, 2014 9:46 PM be informed
2 Nov 7, 2014 9:17 PM I don't
3 Nov 4, 2014 2:42 PM don't use
4 Nov 1, 2014 8:41 PM I don't (assuming e-mail is not a social network)
5 Oct 31, 2014 6:27 PM News
6 Oct 31, 2014 2:23 PM
I only use Pinterest, if that counts. If I need event information that 
I can't find elsewhere, I'll go to the NDLS Facebook or Twitter 
page.
7 Oct 31, 2014 2:00 AM I do not use social media.
To make professional and business contacts.
Social Media Survey
To get updates on new course opportunities.
Answer Options
To network with peers.
Why do you visit social networks? (Check all that apply.)
To keep in touch with friends and family.
To share and discover photos, videos, and music.
To find information and share feedback about new products.
To get news about research, scholarship, and publishing.
Other (please specify)
skipped question
To promote a business or cause.
answered question
To find fun content (e.g., trivia, photos, humor).
8 Oct 31, 2014 12:33 AM
I don't visit social media very often at all, but when I do so, it is to 
check on younger members of my family
9 Oct 30, 2014 5:21 PM N/A
10 Oct 30, 2014 5:10 PM to share newws stories
11 Oct 30, 2014 4:47 PM
I choose not to use it becuse it's social harm outweighs its 
potential benefits.
12 Oct 30, 2014 4:30 PM News
0.0%	  
10.0%	  
20.0%	  
30.0%	  
40.0%	  
50.0%	  
60.0%	  
70.0%	  
80.0%	  
90.0%	  
100.0%	  
To	  keep	  in	  touch	  with	  friends	  and	  
family.	  
To	  network	  with	  peers.	  
To	  get	  updates	  on	  new	  course	  
opportuni[es.	  
To	  make	  professional	  and	  business	  
contacts.	  
To	  get	  news	  about	  research,	  
scholarship,	  and	  publishing.	  
To	  share	  and	  discover	  photos,	  videos,	  
and	  music.	  
To	  find	  fun	  content	  (e.g.,	  trivia,	  
photos,	  humor).	  
To	  find	  informa[on	  and	  share	  
feedback	  about	  new	  products.	  
To	  promote	  a	  business	  or	  cause.	  
Other	  (please	  specify)	  
Response 
Percent
Response Count
74.9% 254
20.1% 68
2.7% 9
2.4% 8
339
17
How much time in a day do you spend on social media?
Social Media Survey
0-2 hours
Answer Options
skipped question
answered question
6 or more hours
3-5 hours
None
74.9%	  
20.1%	  
2.7%	   2.4%	  
0-­‐2	  hours	  
3-­‐5	  hours	  
6	  or	  more	  hours	  
None	  
Response 
Percent
Response Count
7.4% 25
3.8% 13
14.7% 50
51.0% 173
23.0% 78
339
17
Social Media Survey
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Strongly disagree
Answer Options
Strongly agree
skipped question
answered question
Disagree
Social networking is an effective way of communicating with peers?
7.4%	  
3.8%	  
14.7%	  
51.0%	  
23.0%	  
Strongly	  disagree	  
Disagree	  
Neither	  agree	  nor	  disagree	  
Agree	  
Strongly	  agree	  
Response 
Percent
Response Count
44.4% 150
55.6% 188
338
18
Social Media Survey
skipped question
Do you follow other Notre Dame departments or libraries on social media?
Answer Options
Yes
No
answered question
44.4%	  
55.6%	  
Yes	  
No	  
Response Count
151
151
205
Number Response Date Response Text Categories
1 Nov 15, 2014 3:55 AM Career Development Office
2 Nov 14, 2014 4:15 AM The notre dame student page.
3 Nov 13, 2014 11:58 PM Law School
4 Nov 13, 2014 10:10 PM None that I follow.
5 Nov 13, 2014 7:47 PM CDO
6 Nov 13, 2014 7:23 PM Law department
7 Nov 13, 2014 6:33 PM SBA
8 Nov 13, 2014 5:35 PM SBA and Athletics
9 Nov 13, 2014 4:27 PM SBA
10 Nov 13, 2014 3:54 PM NDLS page
11 Nov 13, 2014 3:36 PM NDLS SBA;  NDLS
12 Nov 13, 2014 3:08 PM Notre Dame Law
13 Nov 13, 2014 3:06 PM Career Development Office
14 Nov 13, 2014 3:05 PM NDLS SBA
15 Nov 13, 2014 3:04 PM CDO
16 Nov 13, 2014 3:03 PM SBA
17 Nov 13, 2014 2:59 PM N/A
18 Nov 13, 2014 2:59 PM Career development office
19 Nov 13, 2014 2:59 PM
The Notre Dame Rugby Club does a 
particularly good job; I am not sure if 
they are relevant to this though.
20 Nov 13, 2014 2:58 PM crc law school
21 Nov 11, 2014 9:58 PM "Notre Dame", "NDLS CDO",
skipped question
Social Media Survey
Which Notre Dame departments or libraries do a particularly good job of engaging their audience(s) on 
social media?
Answer Options
answered question
22 Nov 11, 2014 4:36 PM SBA
23 Nov 10, 2014 11:48 PM CDO
24 Nov 10, 2014 4:18 PM Athletics
25 Nov 10, 2014 5:29 AM NDLS Official Twitter Account
26 Nov 10, 2014 5:18 AM None of them are very active
27 Nov 9, 2014 4:23 PM None that I can specifically note
28 Nov 9, 2014 3:55 PM CDO
29 Nov 8, 2014 9:11 PM I like when the post current events, especially photos of the events
30 Nov 8, 2014 7:43 PM Crossings in Notre Dame Commons
31 Nov 8, 2014 6:21 PM Notre Dame Law School, Notre Dame Law SBA
32 Nov 8, 2014 3:24 PM Notre Dame Football
33 Nov 8, 2014 2:25 PM SBA
34 Nov 8, 2014 12:18 AM Law
35 Nov 7, 2014 11:44 PM Im not sure
36 Nov 7, 2014 11:29 PM SBA
37 Nov 7, 2014 11:17 PM SBA
38 Nov 7, 2014 10:59 PM Athletics
39 Nov 7, 2014 10:56 PM ND Law on LINKEDin
40 Nov 7, 2014 10:54 PM law school
41 Nov 7, 2014 10:17 PM Notre dame Athletics and proud to be ND
42 Nov 7, 2014 9:56 PM Hammes ND Bookstore appears to I suppose
43 Nov 7, 2014 9:44 PM Athletics, Law
44 Nov 7, 2014 9:30 PM Law School, Law School SBA, athletic programs
45 Nov 7, 2014 9:29 PM I only follow CDO on Twitter but rarely check
46 Nov 7, 2014 9:28 PM Notre Dame Law School general page
47 Nov 7, 2014 9:28 PM ND Grad Student Life, ND Snite Museum
48 Nov 7, 2014 9:27 PM The football team
49 Nov 7, 2014 9:24 PM NDLS SBA
50 Nov 7, 2014 9:19 PM Sports
51 Nov 7, 2014 9:18 PM Notre Dame Law School
52 Nov 7, 2014 9:18 PM Athletics and the general University page
53 Nov 7, 2014 9:16 PM law
54 Nov 7, 2014 9:15 PM hesburgh
55 Nov 7, 2014 8:24 PM @NotreDame
56 Nov 7, 2014 7:44 PM Law CDO
57 Nov 7, 2014 2:52 PM CDO
58 Nov 6, 2014 6:55 PM CDO, athletics
59 Nov 5, 2014 3:31 AM Notre Dame Athletic Department
60 Nov 4, 2014 11:14 PM CDO
61 Nov 4, 2014 8:55 PM Kresege
62 Nov 4, 2014 8:12 PM NDLS Class 2016; Notre Law School CDO
63 Nov 4, 2014 7:04 PM Football
64 Nov 4, 2014 6:55 PM cdo
65 Nov 4, 2014 3:29 PM IT Department
66 Nov 4, 2014 12:47 AM ?
67 Nov 4, 2014 12:46 AM none
68 Nov 3, 2014 6:12 PM Notre Dame Law on facebook
69 Nov 2, 2014 6:41 PM NDLS Admission Office
70 Nov 1, 2014 9:44 PM Notre Dame athletics
71 Nov 1, 2014 5:20 PM Notre Dame Law - Student Bar Association; Career Development Office
72 Oct 31, 2014 6:40 PM Notre Dame Political Science Facebook page
73 Oct 31, 2014 6:28 PM Ndlssba
74 Oct 31, 2014 6:28 PM Notre Dame Law School, Notre Dame
75 Oct 31, 2014 6:26 PM "Proud to be ND," OIT
76 Oct 31, 2014 6:21 PM Campus Ministry
77 Oct 31, 2014 6:20 PM CDO
78 Oct 31, 2014 4:02 PM Law admission
79 Oct 31, 2014 3:06 PM CDO
80 Oct 31, 2014 2:33 PM Notre Dame Law School
81 Oct 31, 2014 2:14 PM Notre Dame alumni groups
82 Oct 31, 2014 2:07 PM Sakai, Innovation Park
83 Oct 31, 2014 2:01 PM ND Law
84 Oct 31, 2014 1:55 PM None
85 Oct 31, 2014 1:52 PM Career Development Office
86 Oct 31, 2014 1:52 PM NDLS, notredame and ProudToBeND on Instagram and facebook
87 Oct 31, 2014 1:46 PM CDO
88 Oct 31, 2014 5:07 AM Law library, ndls
89 Oct 31, 2014 2:32 AM SBA & CDO
90 Oct 31, 2014 2:06 AM Athletics
91 Oct 31, 2014 12:02 AM CDO
92 Oct 30, 2014 11:54 PM CDO
93 Oct 30, 2014 11:08 PM Some of the various clubs, Campus Ministry Dept, Center for Ethics and Culture
94 Oct 30, 2014 10:25 PM ND FootBall, ISSA
95 Oct 30, 2014 10:21 PM N/A
96 Oct 30, 2014 10:09 PM None.
97 Oct 30, 2014 9:56 PM Notre Dame Law School
98 Oct 30, 2014 8:27 PM Department of Irish Language & Literature (undergraduate)
99 Oct 30, 2014 8:22 PM Notre Dame Grounds
100 Oct 30, 2014 7:47 PM CDO
101 Oct 30, 2014 7:44 PM NDLS & Career Center
102 Oct 30, 2014 7:21 PM The Law School page, the Campus Ministry page and it's app
103 Oct 30, 2014 7:06 PM Athletics
104 Oct 30, 2014 7:03 PM CDO
105 Oct 30, 2014 7:00 PM CDO
106 Oct 30, 2014 6:50 PM Library, SBA, Admissions, Proud to be ND
107 Oct 30, 2014 6:44 PM They all do well, most tweet often about relevant events, etc.
108 Oct 30, 2014 6:35 PM SBA store
109 Oct 30, 2014 6:34 PM Dorms are good at having dorm pages to inform residents of events
110 Oct 30, 2014 6:27 PM SBA, Career Services, Athletics
111 Oct 30, 2014 6:14 PM ND Program of Constatutional Studies
112 Oct 30, 2014 6:02 PM CDO
113 Oct 30, 2014 6:01 PM The NDLS Twitter Page
114 Oct 30, 2014 5:54 PM Mendoza
115 Oct 30, 2014 5:48 PM Sports
116 Oct 30, 2014 5:42 PM The Notre Dame Law School page
117 Oct 30, 2014 5:40 PM Admissions Office
118 Oct 30, 2014 5:36 PM NDLS Class 2015 Facebook page
119 Oct 30, 2014 5:34 PM "Notre Dame Law School" and the NDLS SBA page
120 Oct 30, 2014 5:15 PM Kresge Law Library
121 Oct 30, 2014 5:11 PM
Notre Dame Law School, Notre Dame 
University, Notre Dame Athletics, 
Commons Crossings Cafe, NDLS SBA
122 Oct 30, 2014 5:10 PM none
123 Oct 30, 2014 5:09 PM Career Development Office
124 Oct 30, 2014 4:57 PM FaithND; Notre Dame Athletics
125 Oct 30, 2014 4:57 PM Notre Dame Law School
126 Oct 30, 2014 4:56 PM Law School
127 Oct 30, 2014 4:48 PM cdo
128 Oct 30, 2014 4:35 PM Athletics
129 Oct 30, 2014 4:34 PM none really stand out
130 Oct 30, 2014 4:31 PM CDO
131 Oct 30, 2014 4:31 PM Atheletics
132 Oct 30, 2014 4:30 PM Au Bon Pain at Notre Dame
133 Oct 30, 2014 4:29 PM Notre Dame Facebook Page
134 Oct 30, 2014 4:28 PM Notre Dame Athletics
135 Oct 30, 2014 4:27 PM CDO
136 Oct 30, 2014 4:27 PM Center for Ethics and Culture
137 Oct 30, 2014 4:26 PM NDLS SBA
138 Oct 30, 2014 4:26 PM Center for Civil and Human Rights
139 Oct 30, 2014 4:25 PM ndbl
140 Oct 30, 2014 4:25 PM Law School in general
141 Oct 30, 2014 4:25 PM Lexis @ NDLS
142 Oct 30, 2014 4:25 PM NDLS SBA Instagram
143 Oct 30, 2014 4:24 PM SBA, law library
144 Oct 30, 2014 4:24 PM I don't
145 Oct 30, 2014 4:23 PM ndlssba
146 Oct 30, 2014 4:22 PM Cdo, law school
147 Oct 30, 2014 4:22 PM CDO
148 Oct 30, 2014 4:21 PM NDLS, NDLS SBA
149 Oct 30, 2014 2:32 PM Athletics; NDLS
150 Oct 30, 2014 2:31 PM Athletics
151 Oct 30, 2014 2:27 PM
notre dame law student bar association, 
notre dame law school career 
development office
Response 
Percent
Response Count
64.7% 218
35.3% 119
337
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Social Media Survey
skipped question
Would you follow the Kresge Law Library on a social media network?
Answer Options
Yes
No
answered question
64.7%	  
35.3%	  
Yes	  
No	  
Response 
Percent
Response Count
43.1% 94
83.0% 181
0.9% 2
30.3% 66
28.9% 63
5.5% 12
2.8% 6
0.0% 0
1.4% 3
218
138
Number Response Date
Other (please 
specify)
Categories
1 Nov 10, 2014 5:29 AM Snapchat
2 Nov 7, 2014 10:36 PM Snapchat
3 Nov 4, 2014 2:43 PM don't have social media
Flickr
skipped question
answered question
Other (please specify)
LinkedIn
Pinterest
Google+
Tumblr
Instagram
Facebook
Twitter
Social Media Survey
Answer Options
Which of the following social media networks would you use to follow the Kresge Law Library? 
(Check all that apply.)
0.0%	  
10.0%	  
20.0%	  
30.0%	  
40.0%	  
50.0%	  
60.0%	  
70.0%	  
80.0%	  
90.0%	  
Twi^er	  
Facebook	  
Tumblr	  
Instagram	  
LinkedIn	  
Pinterest	  
Google+	  
Flickr	  
Other	  (please	  specify)	  
Response Count
112
112
244
Number Response Date Response Text
Categorie
s
1 Nov 15, 2014 3:56 AM
I'm not sure what news or updates the library would have that would 
be helpful for me.
2 Nov 13, 2014 7:44 PM I would access the needed content in other ways
3 Nov 13, 2014 6:06 PM Do you really have to ask?
4 Nov 13, 2014 5:36 PM Because events relating to the Law Library don't touch my everyday life.
5 Nov 13, 2014 5:25 PM Wasn't aware of their presence
6 Nov 13, 2014 4:50 PM I rarely use social media.
7 Nov 13, 2014 3:38 PM
I would use the library's website for any information that I needed.  
Following the library on social media would be unnecessary.
8 Nov 13, 2014 3:22 PM Wouldn't be relevant to me
9 Nov 13, 2014 3:11 PM
I just generally don't think the library would have anything interesting 
worth following that on social media.  The important information 
could be communicated via email instead.
10 Nov 13, 2014 3:06 PM
There is nohing they would have interesting to tell me besides if 
there are snacks for finals yet
11 Nov 13, 2014 3:03 PM I use social media for purely social/not work-related functions.
12 Nov 13, 2014 3:02 PM Don't follow much on social media
13 Nov 13, 2014 3:01 PM Not interested
14 Nov 13, 2014 3:00 PM Not relevant to my interests.
skipped question
Social Media Survey
Why wouldn't you follow the Kresge Law Library?
Answer Options
answered question
15 Nov 13, 2014 2:59 PM I didn't know they had social media presence
16 Nov 13, 2014 2:59 PM assume no news of interest from library
17 Nov 13, 2014 2:58 PM Not interested
18 Nov 12, 2014 1:17 PM prefer just checking board outside library
19 Nov 12, 2014 12:29 AM Lack of interesting and/or relevant content
20 Nov 11, 2014 4:38 PM I didn't know I could
21 Nov 10, 2014 6:21 PM Don't really follow anything.
22 Nov 10, 2014 4:44 AM Why would I?
23 Nov 9, 2014 4:23 PM I do not follow many entities on social media.
24 Nov 8, 2014 6:08 PM I hate the pervasive nature of social media.
25 Nov 8, 2014 3:25 PM I don't use social media for school or business purposes (generally)
26 Nov 8, 2014 2:51 PM I don't currently follow anybody/group/business
27 Nov 7, 2014 11:47 PM
I feel like the updates I would get would be inapplicable to my needs 
and just clutter my feed
28 Nov 7, 2014 11:23 PM I don't know how it would be useful- i'd rather opt in to emails
29 Nov 7, 2014 11:20 PM
I don't think I would gain any useful information. also, being 
reminded of my work stresses me out.
30 Nov 7, 2014 11:00 PM Tend to follow more for fun/new content as opposed to information
31 Nov 7, 2014 10:48 PM I use social media very little, and I don't use the library much anymore
32 Nov 7, 2014 10:44 PM I dont have social media that the library is on
33 Nov 7, 2014 10:29 PM The email updates are sufficient
34 Nov 7, 2014 9:47 PM
I'm not sure which kind of content would they share. If I need 
something from the library I would go to it's webpage
35 Nov 7, 2014 9:45 PM I spend enough time at the Library as it is
36 Nov 7, 2014 9:45 PM You tell me the benefits. If I need something, I'll ask a librarian.
37 Nov 7, 2014 9:33 PM Seems unnecessary
38 Nov 7, 2014 9:32 PM I'd rather get emails.
39 Nov 7, 2014 9:18 PM No interesting information.
40 Nov 7, 2014 9:18 PM
I avoid social media...everything I would want I would get through 
the site or email notifications
41 Nov 7, 2014 9:18 PM Don't have any social media
42 Nov 7, 2014 9:15 PM don't have twitter/facebook
43 Nov 6, 2014 8:42 PM Wouldn't want to clutter my news feed
44 Nov 6, 2014 12:12 AM Email is more effective
45 Nov 5, 2014 3:31 AM I wasn't aware tha
46 Nov 4, 2014 8:19 PM I don't know what value added it would provide
47 Nov 4, 2014 8:13 PM I don't think that it would provide really important information for me.
48 Nov 4, 2014 7:43 PM I do not have a Facebook.
49 Nov 4, 2014 7:05 PM
I know how to use the library so I don't think it would offer me 
anything. Although my mind would change if you had content that 
was useful to me.
50 Nov 3, 2014 8:28 PM I use social media for personal purposes only.
51 Nov 3, 2014 6:42 AM Don't have time for social media
52 Nov 2, 2014 11:31 PM
The information wouldn't be time sensitive enough to need regularly. 
The information I would need would be available on demand when I 
needed it.
53 Nov 2, 2014 3:32 AM Not sure of the type of information that they would provide
54 Nov 1, 2014 8:40 PM I am tooold to learn
55 Oct 31, 2014 11:30 PM
It would fill my social media feeds with information I don't need and 
don't find entertaining
56 Oct 31, 2014 7:09 PM I only have a facebook, and I generally use it for social stuff, not academic.
57 Oct 31, 2014 3:53 PM Didn't know I could
58 Oct 31, 2014 3:07 PM I don't really use twitter, I rarely even read the CDO tweets.
59 Oct 31, 2014 2:33 PM Didn't know about it.
60 Oct 31, 2014 2:25 PM I barely have time to answer emails, let alone visit social media cites.
61 Oct 31, 2014 1:49 PM My feed already has too much information.
62 Oct 31, 2014 10:35 AM I  not on Facebook Twitter etc. only email.
63 Oct 31, 2014 2:05 AM I do not use social media.
64 Oct 31, 2014 12:34 AM
Simply because I don't currently follow social media except in 
isolated instances to check on younger members of my family
65 Oct 31, 2014 12:26 AM
Would you post funny pictures? Links to things that will distract me 
from anything productive?
66 Oct 30, 2014 10:58 PM
I don't follow things - I don't like to have another reason to be 
attached to social media.
67 Oct 30, 2014 10:55 PM I just don't use social media for that purpose.
68 Oct 30, 2014 10:22 PM Anything I need can be gleaned from email or in-person contacts.
69 Oct 30, 2014 10:09 PM Don't need to follow a library.
70 Oct 30, 2014 9:31 PM Would prefer to speak in person.
71 Oct 30, 2014 8:08 PM
No interest in using social media for this purpose. Also, content gets 
"lost" in social media as there way too much media being pushed for 
consumption
72 Oct 30, 2014 7:47 PM I don't use the library frequently enough.
73 Oct 30, 2014 7:04 PM It's not how I keep up with news.
74 Oct 30, 2014 7:02 PM I don't need extra information other than what is already e-mailed out
75 Oct 30, 2014 6:43 PM I don't follow many pages.
76 Oct 30, 2014 6:40 PM Probably would not be interested in the info
77 Oct 30, 2014 6:14 PM Unsure what information I would get worth following.
78 Oct 30, 2014 6:03 PM I spend as little time on social media networks as possible.
79 Oct 30, 2014 5:34 PM I don't actively follow many organizations.
80 Oct 30, 2014 5:24 PM not important enough to me to invest the time to follow
81 Oct 30, 2014 5:22 PM Why would I?
82 Oct 30, 2014 5:18 PM
Email is more efficient for school and business. social media is for 
social contact.
83 Oct 30, 2014 5:13 PM
Not really interested in their updates on Facebook - Would rather be 
emailed
84 Oct 30, 2014 5:13 PM I'd rather get emails.
85 Oct 30, 2014 5:12 PM Don't have the means necessary
86 Oct 30, 2014 5:01 PM know enough as it is through other means
87 Oct 30, 2014 4:56 PM I'm not that interested
88 Oct 30, 2014 4:51 PM Don't use enough
89 Oct 30, 2014 4:48 PM I don't use social media and you have my email.
90 Oct 30, 2014 4:46 PM I would, I just have never thought about it.
91 Oct 30, 2014 4:45 PM spam
92 Oct 30, 2014 4:42 PM I am in the library frequently enough not to need updates.
93 Oct 30, 2014 4:40 PM Not sure what I would be getting from it...
94 Oct 30, 2014 4:38 PM I only follow individuals.
95 Oct 30, 2014 4:36 PM i'm not very active on social media
96 Oct 30, 2014 4:33 PM I
97 Oct 30, 2014 4:31 PM Don't have a twitter
98 Oct 30, 2014 4:31 PM That's not how I use social media.
99 Oct 30, 2014 4:30 PM No interest really
100 Oct 30, 2014 4:28 PM Why would I?
101 Oct 30, 2014 4:27 PM
I try to keep my social media purely social - emails are a better way 
for me to get school or business-related information.
102 Oct 30, 2014 4:27 PM everything I need is on the website
103 Oct 30, 2014 4:27 PM Not sure what would be the purpose.
104 Oct 30, 2014 4:26 PM I feel that email updates are sufficient.
105 Oct 30, 2014 4:24 PM I don't use social media any longer.
106 Oct 30, 2014 4:23 PM boring
107 Oct 30, 2014 3:46 PM I don't think it would be helpful.
108 Oct 30, 2014 2:31 PM Didn't know it was an option to
109 Oct 30, 2014 2:31 PM I
110 Oct 30, 2014 2:30 PM I just use Facebook for social reasons
111 Oct 30, 2014 2:25 PM don't even know that KLL has a social network account XP
112 Oct 30, 2014 2:06 PM social media is a waste of time
Response Count
334
334
22
Number Response Date Response Text
1 Nov 15, 2014 3:57 AM Surveys, research tips, and facility announcements
2 Nov 14, 2014 4:16 AM job opportunities and interesting things to read about, updates in the law
3 Nov 13, 2014 11:59 PM Hot New Books
4 Nov 13, 2014 10:11 PM Events and useful information that students might not already know.
5 Nov 13, 2014 7:47 PM Free stuff
6 Nov 13, 2014 7:44 PM I can't think of anything that it would be needed for
7 Nov 13, 2014 7:24 PM Education, job vacancy,
8 Nov 13, 2014 6:33 PM Research tips, upcoming events
9 Nov 13, 2014 6:11 PM Research tips, references to content, some light-hearted humor
10 Nov 13, 2014 6:07 PM It could tell us when new movies arrive at the circulation desk.
11 Nov 13, 2014 5:50 PM Research tips, updates
12 Nov 13, 2014 5:45 PM I don't know.
13 Nov 13, 2014 5:37 PM Events or guest speakers and educational/instruction opportunities
14 Nov 13, 2014 4:50 PM Research tips
15 Nov 13, 2014 4:49 PM Library related information and events.
16 Nov 13, 2014 4:28 PM Hours, opportunities, trivia
17 Nov 13, 2014 4:22 PM unsure
18 Nov 13, 2014 4:22 PM Research
19 Nov 13, 2014 4:16 PM Events
skipped question
Social Media Survey
What topics should be covered by Kresge Law Library social media?
Answer Options
answered question
20 Nov 13, 2014 3:53 PM
Lost and found, what movies you have, maybe if you get any fun nonlaw 
books, librarian/research person of the week
21 Nov 13, 2014 3:40 PM Research Tips
22 Nov 13, 2014 3:39 PM topics similar to the Bloomberg BNA reports, new SCOTUS decisions
23 Nov 13, 2014 3:38 PM Research tips of the day
24 Nov 13, 2014 3:37 PM Citation tips
25 Nov 13, 2014 3:36 PM Fun facts
26 Nov 13, 2014 3:31 PM tips, news, events
27 Nov 13, 2014 3:22 PM Supreme Court decisons
28 Nov 13, 2014 3:16 PM Research tips
29 Nov 13, 2014 3:15 PM Upcoming research opportunities
30 Nov 13, 2014 3:14 PM Events happening on campus
31 Nov 13, 2014 3:13 PM New books/acquisitions, law library events
32 Nov 13, 2014 3:12 PM ?
33 Nov 13, 2014 3:12 PM Research Tips
34 Nov 13, 2014 3:10 PM News, Information of Interests, Upcoming Events
35 Nov 13, 2014 3:08 PM Helpful Hints About Research, Job Opportunities
36 Nov 13, 2014 3:07 PM New books, hours, rare books, new services.
37 Nov 13, 2014 3:06 PM none
38 Nov 13, 2014 3:05 PM Research Guidance
39 Nov 13, 2014 3:04 PM Workshops, hours, vacancy, competition results, pictures
40 Nov 13, 2014 3:03 PM Events, Hours, Help Sessions
41 Nov 13, 2014 3:03 PM New books and additions to the library
42 Nov 13, 2014 3:02 PM Not sure
43 Nov 13, 2014 3:01 PM I don't know
44 Nov 13, 2014 3:01 PM Events, new books/subscriptions
45 Nov 13, 2014 3:00 PM reminders of features/benefits like reserving study rooms
46 Nov 13, 2014 3:00 PM Library Hours, special collections and events, policy and inventory changes.
47 Nov 13, 2014 2:59 PM Events, hours
48 Nov 13, 2014 2:59 PM I do not know
49 Nov 13, 2014 2:58 PM Whatever you think is best
50 Nov 13, 2014 2:58 PM Events going on
51 Nov 12, 2014 8:46 PM Changes in legal jurisprudence, opinions regarding Supreme Court cases
52 Nov 12, 2014 1:18 PM opportunities and office hours
53 Nov 12, 2014 12:29 AM unsure
54 Nov 11, 2014 9:58 PM pictures, research tips, current events
55 Nov 11, 2014 5:43 PM Interesting legal news, study tips, library events
56 Nov 11, 2014 4:38 PM Weekly Law school and legal news
57 Nov 10, 2014 11:49 PM news and events
58 Nov 10, 2014 6:22 PM Don't know.
59 Nov 10, 2014 4:19 PM research
60 Nov 10, 2014 5:30 AM New materials, services
61 Nov 10, 2014 5:19 AM Tutorials, specials, new materials, events
62 Nov 10, 2014 4:44 AM n/a
63 Nov 10, 2014 3:26 AM new/updated resources, research tips, scholarships
64 Nov 9, 2014 4:24 PM Interesting seminars and talks regarding legal research
65 Nov 9, 2014 3:56 PM Reserve items, fun facts, fun items in collection
66 Nov 8, 2014 9:12 PM Current events/special events, exploring spaces in the library
67 Nov 8, 2014 7:43 PM Professor's scholarly work and interesting ND stories
68 Nov 8, 2014 6:22 PM
events, opportunities, when tours will be happening so we can schedule our 
studying around it/ or participate!
69 Nov 8, 2014 6:08 PM Library hours.
70 Nov 8, 2014 5:58 PM Library Jokes
71 Nov 8, 2014 4:26 PM Research
72 Nov 8, 2014 3:33 PM I Don't know
73 Nov 8, 2014 3:25 PM
Research tips would be useful, especially those related to staff members on 
journals
74 Nov 8, 2014 2:52 PM study space availability, scholarship opportunities, research positions
75 Nov 8, 2014 2:26 PM Anthing relates to the library.
76 Nov 8, 2014 4:17 AM I'm not sure. Jobs, News, Updates
77 Nov 8, 2014 1:05 AM
Updates on availability of research materials, information about research 
courses/lunch sessions, research tip of the day
78 Nov 8, 2014 1:02 AM
A "Did you Know" type section occasionally highlighting an obscure but very 
helpful source that students wouldn't think we had.
79 Nov 8, 2014 12:19 AM Exam study help, research assistance, job opportunities
80 Nov 7, 2014 11:47 PM I have no idea
81 Nov 7, 2014 11:44 PM Research, writing, humor
82 Nov 7, 2014 11:30 PM Trivia, new subscriptions, hours
83 Nov 7, 2014 11:23 PM Resources
84 Nov 7, 2014 11:21 PM I don't know
85 Nov 7, 2014 11:18 PM Anything affecting hours/availability
86 Nov 7, 2014 11:01 PM Information about opportunities within law school
87 Nov 7, 2014 11:00 PM important news in law
88 Nov 7, 2014 10:56 PM Research tips
89 Nov 7, 2014 10:54 PM news and research
90 Nov 7, 2014 10:49 PM how to-s
91 Nov 7, 2014 10:45 PM events, helpful tips
92 Nov 7, 2014 10:37 PM Westlaw or lexisnexis "lifehacks"
93 Nov 7, 2014 10:32 PM
Research tip of the week or day to refresh our memory from legal research 
class.
94 Nov 7, 2014 10:29 PM not sure, what is available?
95 Nov 7, 2014 10:18 PM
Research, collection additions, space improvements, announcements, 
feedback and research help
96 Nov 7, 2014 10:17 PM News
97 Nov 7, 2014 10:12 PM Research Tips, Catalog
98 Nov 7, 2014 10:05 PM interesting note topics
99 Nov 7, 2014 9:59 PM Opportunites to brush up on research skills.
100 Nov 7, 2014 9:56 PM
Opening hours, new materials or new ways of researching, introducing staff 
etc.
101 Nov 7, 2014 9:55 PM Events, research tools, help & how to guides/videos, pictures, new media
102 Nov 7, 2014 9:49 PM Location of delicious apple pies, deadline reminders, trivia/fun facts
103 Nov 7, 2014 9:47 PM New books? events with authors maybe
104 Nov 7, 2014 9:46 PM New book releases?
105 Nov 7, 2014 9:45 PM Where the free lunch is at.
106 Nov 7, 2014 9:33 PM Not sure.
107 Nov 7, 2014 9:33 PM
If something uncommon is happening at the library. But this seems like the 
kind of thing that would be communicated in an email so this would probably 
be redundant.
108 Nov 7, 2014 9:32 PM library updates
109 Nov 7, 2014 9:32 PM N/A
110 Nov 7, 2014 9:31 PM Useful tips, updates, new important caselaw, etc
111 Nov 7, 2014 9:29 PM Works that students are researching maybe?
112 Nov 7, 2014 9:29 PM Workshops, new collections, any events of the sort
113 Nov 7, 2014 9:28 PM Events; pie give-aways; study room schedules
114 Nov 7, 2014 9:25 PM Event, researching tips
115 Nov 7, 2014 9:20 PM New law review articles; general news
116 Nov 7, 2014 9:19 PM Recommend books for particular courses.
117 Nov 7, 2014 9:19 PM Helpful tips, fun facts, hours
118 Nov 7, 2014 9:19 PM Hours/availabiltiy;
119 Nov 7, 2014 9:18 PM Learning opportunities/workshops
120 Nov 7, 2014 9:16 PM Movies, Events on Campus, Lexis tips, Supreme Court Fun Facts
121 Nov 7, 2014 9:16 PM news
122 Nov 7, 2014 9:15 PM blue book
123 Nov 7, 2014 8:25 PM
Events hosted in the library, study aids, behind-the-scenes shots (the 
Halloween photos were great)
124 Nov 7, 2014 7:45 PM Articles/tips for legal research
125 Nov 7, 2014 3:00 PM Upcoming events/opportunities, resources
126 Nov 7, 2014 2:54 PM Not sure
127 Nov 7, 2014 2:50 PM law, law in pop culture
128 Nov 6, 2014 8:42 PM lost and found items
129 Nov 6, 2014 6:55 PM New acquisitions, research tips... lectures
130 Nov 6, 2014 12:12 AM Library hours, changes in policy, etc.
131 Nov 5, 2014 4:12 PM n/a
132 Nov 5, 2014 3:32 AM
Current events impacting legal research, announcements pertaining to 
activities involving the library
133 Nov 5, 2014 1:14 AM Research
134 Nov 4, 2014 11:15 PM Events and Opportunities
135 Nov 4, 2014 8:56 PM New impactful cases, training opportunities, hours
136 Nov 4, 2014 8:52 PM Research Tips
137 Nov 4, 2014 8:37 PM movie lists, events
138 Nov 4, 2014 8:19 PM Not sure
139 Nov 4, 2014 8:14 PM
Maybe discuss emerge controversies in the law; maybe provide information 
on possible note topics or ways to find particularly hard sources
140 Nov 4, 2014 7:43 PM Information about how to pull sources effectively, maybe.
141 Nov 4, 2014 7:06 PM
New materials? I don't know if a good answer to this question, which is why I 
wouldn't follow the site. If there was useful content though, I would be happy 
to follow.
142 Nov 4, 2014 6:55 PM idk
143 Nov 4, 2014 3:30 PM News, updates, and research opportunities
144 Nov 4, 2014 2:43 PM not sure
145 Nov 4, 2014 12:48 AM Tips on researching, tools available to students
146 Nov 4, 2014 12:46 AM research
147 Nov 3, 2014 9:38 PM Researching updates, research tips, new library features
148 Nov 3, 2014 8:28 PM n/a
149 Nov 3, 2014 6:12 PM tips about research
150 Nov 3, 2014 6:42 AM n/a
151 Nov 2, 2014 11:33 PM events, helpful and timely tips, law themed humor
152 Nov 2, 2014 6:42 PM
Research tips; New materials; Reminders on what is available; Introduction 
to library personnel
153 Nov 2, 2014 3:33 AM Research tip of the week
154 Nov 1, 2014 9:45 PM research tips, promotions, news, recent publications
155 Nov 1, 2014 8:40 PM don't know
156 Nov 1, 2014 5:21 PM Any news, resources for students, updates, etc.
157 Nov 1, 2014 4:27 PM Events, research tips
158 Nov 1, 2014 3:13 PM Events
159 Nov 1, 2014 3:27 AM special events or guest speakers
160 Oct 31, 2014 11:30 PM Don't see a need for a social media component
161 Oct 31, 2014 9:34 PM i'm not sure
162 Oct 31, 2014 7:09 PM Upcoming events. Maybe some cool facts?
163 Oct 31, 2014 6:41 PM information sessions, trivia, tips
164 Oct 31, 2014 6:29 PM Events, news, research advice
165 Oct 31, 2014 6:28 PM Events, additional services, study tips
166 Oct 31, 2014 6:28 PM Not sure
167 Oct 31, 2014 6:27 PM
New materials, events, highlights of library faculty/staff, opportunities 
available for students
168 Oct 31, 2014 6:23 PM
info on events, books/articles published by professors, etc; highlight movies 
in the library collection that students can rent and watch; pictures of special 
events, holiday decorations, etc, that help make the library look more open 
and engaging
169 Oct 31, 2014 6:22 PM Maybe some unique (crazy) cases from the past, important information
170 Oct 31, 2014 4:05 PM
New publication on ground breaking legal research; analysis of important 
supreme court cases and decisions; important development on major 
legislation; and other legal news that may be important to not only students 
but also practitioners
171 Oct 31, 2014 3:54 PM new materials at the library
172 Oct 31, 2014 3:07 PM No idea.
173 Oct 31, 2014 3:01 PM events
174 Oct 31, 2014 2:44 PM anything
175 Oct 31, 2014 2:33 PM Fun facts about the law
176 Oct 31, 2014 2:26 PM The same things you put in your newsletter.
177 Oct 31, 2014 2:19 PM how to use the new Westlaw & Lexis platforms effectively.
178 Oct 31, 2014 2:16 PM
Research tips, fun facts about the library, opportunities to learn more (like if 
you host a 20 minute refresher session on some topic)
179 Oct 31, 2014 2:07 PM news and events
180 Oct 31, 2014 2:06 PM events and updates to the library
181 Oct 31, 2014 1:58 PM Independent and Interdisciplinary Research
182 Oct 31, 2014 1:55 PM Hours of operation, new resources that come in
183 Oct 31, 2014 1:53 PM Tips and Tricks for Research
184 Oct 31, 2014 1:52 PM anything
185 Oct 31, 2014 1:49 PM Research tips
186 Oct 31, 2014 1:47 PM Jobs.
187 Oct 31, 2014 1:47 PM Events, Staff Changes
188 Oct 31, 2014 12:29 PM New Offerings
189 Oct 31, 2014 10:35 AM ?
190 Oct 31, 2014 5:07 AM Resources, events
191 Oct 31, 2014 2:32 AM Unsure
192 Oct 31, 2014 2:07 AM Not sure.
193 Oct 31, 2014 2:05 AM Whatever your users want.
194 Oct 31, 2014 1:13 AM Hours, events, info
195 Oct 31, 2014 12:35 AM Not sure -- but that's only because I'm not a frequent user of social media.
196 Oct 31, 2014 12:27 AM research/book/library puns
197 Oct 31, 2014 12:15 AM law articles
198 Oct 31, 2014 12:03 AM New supplemental materials for courses, available study rooms, etc.
199 Oct 30, 2014 11:10 PM Quick tips for legal databases, etc.
200 Oct 30, 2014 10:59 PM Hours, events, research assistance
201 Oct 30, 2014 10:56 PM Tips & tricks?
202 Oct 30, 2014 10:51 PM research and papers
203 Oct 30, 2014 10:28 PM Research Methods, Current Jurisprudence, Case Law principles
204 Oct 30, 2014 10:22 PM N/A
205 Oct 30, 2014 10:19 PM Helpful hints (i.e. interlibrary loan), major changes, etc.
206 Oct 30, 2014 10:10 PM I can't think of any.
207 Oct 30, 2014 9:58 PM new services, new books, fun facts, research tips.
208 Oct 30, 2014 9:35 PM Any library events or links to specific webpages
209 Oct 30, 2014 9:31 PM New library offerings.
210 Oct 30, 2014 8:56 PM Research tips, upcoming events
211 Oct 30, 2014 8:48 PM Events, course offerings,
212 Oct 30, 2014 8:23 PM General new findings in legal research
213 Oct 30, 2014 8:14 PM
Helpful research tips or articles (CDO has a similar practice), events that are 
library-related or are not communicated by another department of the law 
school.
214 Oct 30, 2014 8:09 PM research tips
215 Oct 30, 2014 8:09 PM Not sure. Just use email to convey important items. Email > Social media
216 Oct 30, 2014 7:48 PM publications by our professors
217 Oct 30, 2014 7:45 PM --
218 Oct 30, 2014 7:40 PM
Research being conducted by the staff and faculty, new initiatives, new 
publications, legal news
219 Oct 30, 2014 7:22 PM
Quick research reviews/tips, staff member profiles, and new and noteworthy 
additions to the collection
220 Oct 30, 2014 7:07 PM Current events and the ability to stay in touch
221 Oct 30, 2014 7:04 PM Don't know.
222 Oct 30, 2014 7:04 PM Library news, technical issues, upcoming events
223 Oct 30, 2014 7:02 PM awareness of events put on by the library
224 Oct 30, 2014 7:01 PM Upcoming events, library issues
225 Oct 30, 2014 6:52 PM
Fun things like the tree / halloween decs, reminders about booking rooms, 
new published material by professors... journal info... research tips... 
releases of updates like when Lexis does its update...
226 Oct 30, 2014 6:48 PM no idea- you tell me
227 Oct 30, 2014 6:45 PM Events
228 Oct 30, 2014 6:43 PM unsure.
229 Oct 30, 2014 6:41 PM job opportunities; research tips
230 Oct 30, 2014 6:35 PM Maybe posting a research tip a day/week
231 Oct 30, 2014 6:35 PM Research Tips
232 Oct 30, 2014 6:28 PM
unique resources; librarians (so we can get to know them); school updates; 
etc.
233 Oct 30, 2014 6:19 PM Tips on research
234 Oct 30, 2014 6:15 PM Unsure
235 Oct 30, 2014 6:15 PM Events, new info, cover common questions/issues students have
236 Oct 30, 2014 6:14 PM
events, biographical info, school resources, fun/non-school related stuff, 
contests
237 Oct 30, 2014 6:08 PM Law topics
238 Oct 30, 2014 6:07 PM updates?
239 Oct 30, 2014 6:06 PM I'm not sure...
240 Oct 30, 2014 6:04 PM Research tips?
241 Oct 30, 2014 6:04 PM Library events. Library news.
242 Oct 30, 2014 6:01 PM Research-type job opportunities or news
243 Oct 30, 2014 5:55 PM New interesting additions
244 Oct 30, 2014 5:48 PM interesting articles, pictures, information
245 Oct 30, 2014 5:44 PM Research tips, new additions to the library, etc.
246 Oct 30, 2014 5:43 PM
Interesting articles about legal industry, specialities, occasional info about 
resources
247 Oct 30, 2014 5:40 PM Current Events
248 Oct 30, 2014 5:37 PM Events, helpful quick tips, news, etc
249 Oct 30, 2014 5:35 PM pictures! events. free food.
250 Oct 30, 2014 5:34 PM events (if any).
251 Oct 30, 2014 5:25 PM legal research workshops
252 Oct 30, 2014 5:22 PM events
253 Oct 30, 2014 5:22 PM Not sure
254 Oct 30, 2014 5:21 PM anything newly available to students
255 Oct 30, 2014 5:16 PM Helpful hints, law school news, policy reminders
256 Oct 30, 2014 5:15 PM Research Tips
257 Oct 30, 2014 5:14 PM Research/ study opportunities
258 Oct 30, 2014 5:13 PM Services offered or provided
259 Oct 30, 2014 5:13 PM N/A
260 Oct 30, 2014 5:12 PM Tips, news
261 Oct 30, 2014 5:11 PM Events
262 Oct 30, 2014 5:11 PM no opinion
263 Oct 30, 2014 5:09 PM Unsure
264 Oct 30, 2014 5:04 PM Research Tips
265 Oct 30, 2014 5:04 PM New services and advertisement of the existing
266 Oct 30, 2014 5:02 PM Events
267 Oct 30, 2014 5:01 PM new offerings or learning opportunities
268 Oct 30, 2014 5:01 PM
Helpful research info I guess, I'm not quite sure at the moment what I would 
consider the most helpful. Or at least the format of it.
269 Oct 30, 2014 4:59 PM Events
270 Oct 30, 2014 4:59 PM
Updates regarding journals, law reviews, supplements, books, availability of 
computer stations, and statuses of broken computers/printers
271 Oct 30, 2014 4:57 PM Events and research and scholarship opportunities
272 Oct 30, 2014 4:57 PM Happenings at the law school, research programs
273 Oct 30, 2014 4:56 PM no opinion
274 Oct 30, 2014 4:56 PM Tips
275 Oct 30, 2014 4:51 PM Tips
276 Oct 30, 2014 4:49 PM resources, opportunities
277 Oct 30, 2014 4:48 PM N/A
278 Oct 30, 2014 4:46 PM Maybe posting potential good journal article ideas
279 Oct 30, 2014 4:46 PM
Tips about the library, special events involving the library, and activities and 
research of library staff and faculty.
280 Oct 30, 2014 4:45 PM IDK
281 Oct 30, 2014 4:44 PM Events
282 Oct 30, 2014 4:43 PM research stuff
283 Oct 30, 2014 4:42 PM Advertise events and free food
284 Oct 30, 2014 4:40 PM See previous answer
285 Oct 30, 2014 4:37 PM ways to research faster
286 Oct 30, 2014 4:36 PM Events, hours someone will be at front desk
287 Oct 30, 2014 4:36 PM unsure
288 Oct 30, 2014 4:35 PM General news about the library. Most importantly, tips about doing research!
289 Oct 30, 2014 4:34 PM
Training on finding "rare" sources (Legislative, Reports from Think Tanks, 
etc.).
290 Oct 30, 2014 4:34 PM Research tips
291 Oct 30, 2014 4:32 PM How-to articles.
292 Oct 30, 2014 4:32 PM Don't know
293 Oct 30, 2014 4:31 PM Research opportunities, interesting developments in legal field
294 Oct 30, 2014 4:31 PM Events
295 Oct 30, 2014 4:31 PM when snacks are in the library
296 Oct 30, 2014 4:31 PM
Seminar Offerings from Library Staff, Important Updates to Library Policy 
(e.g., permanent undergraduate ban), Emergency Announcements (e.g., 
Library closed for repairs)
297 Oct 30, 2014 4:31 PM
Book recommendations on Pinterest; research/career development on linked 
in/ facebook for annoucements
298 Oct 30, 2014 4:30 PM None. I don't think it is that important
299 Oct 30, 2014 4:30 PM
new/interesting book that was published, faculty publications, interesting 
facts, events, research tips
300 Oct 30, 2014 4:29 PM
Relevant updates, pictures of the library (with different holiday decorations), 
etc.
301 Oct 30, 2014 4:28 PM NA
302 Oct 30, 2014 4:28 PM N/A
303 Oct 30, 2014 4:28 PM Updates/changes made to procedures/hours, events
304 Oct 30, 2014 4:27 PM Current events
305 Oct 30, 2014 4:27 PM Research opportunities or new updates to the library
306 Oct 30, 2014 4:27 PM Events
307 Oct 30, 2014 4:27 PM
Interesting new publications, conferences about research skills, 
methodology, etc
308 Oct 30, 2014 4:27 PM New additions to collections, events, contests, faculty milestones
309 Oct 30, 2014 4:27 PM Research options
310 Oct 30, 2014 4:26 PM Anything that involves giveaways, hours, or changes.
311 Oct 30, 2014 4:26 PM news
312 Oct 30, 2014 4:26 PM Special opportunities
313 Oct 30, 2014 4:26 PM Events
314 Oct 30, 2014 4:25 PM practical updates about the library for students
315 Oct 30, 2014 4:25 PM Updates & Events
316 Oct 30, 2014 4:25 PM Funny stuff, tips
317 Oct 30, 2014 4:24 PM Tips and Information for Research
318 Oct 30, 2014 4:24 PM updates of the catalogue , events, sales
319 Oct 30, 2014 4:24 PM updates
320 Oct 30, 2014 4:23 PM Important updates and information regarding library services
321 Oct 30, 2014 4:23 PM Research tips
322 Oct 30, 2014 4:23 PM resources offered / hours to receive help from research librarians
323 Oct 30, 2014 4:23 PM news, legal topics, tricks of the trade
324 Oct 30, 2014 4:23 PM Upcoming events, anything new going on
325 Oct 30, 2014 4:23 PM how to not go crazy while studying
326 Oct 30, 2014 4:22 PM free stuff
327 Oct 30, 2014 3:46 PM News
328 Oct 30, 2014 2:33 PM Maybe a research tip of the day?
329 Oct 30, 2014 2:31 PM Helpful research tips; lexis/westlaw trainings going on, etc.
330 Oct 30, 2014 2:31 PM Hours and events
331 Oct 30, 2014 2:31 PM NA
332 Oct 30, 2014 2:28 PM
how to use new technology, new librarians or faculty members, tips on how 
to do simple tasks in the library
333 Oct 30, 2014 2:26 PM lectures, news, and tips for using the KLL.
334 Oct 30, 2014 2:06 PM none
Response 
Percent
Response Count
62.6% 209
37.4% 125
334
22
Social Media Survey
skipped question
Do you read the digital sign just outside the main entrance to the Kresge Law Library?
Answer Options
Yes
No
answered question
62.6%	  
37.4%	  
Yes	  
No	  
Response Count
124
124
232
Number Response Date Response Text
1 Nov 13, 2014 10:12 PM I'm usually focused on the work that I am going to the library to complete.
2 Nov 13, 2014 7:25 PM I read it to know about information
3 Nov 13, 2014 6:12 PM Usually passing by to go somewhere else, don't wish to stop and read
4 Nov 13, 2014 5:51 PM Hadn't noticed it
5 Nov 13, 2014 5:46 PM Never noticed it.
6 Nov 13, 2014 5:38 PM I'm usually too busy/distracted and don't notice it
7 Nov 13, 2014 4:51 PM Never felt any reason to.
8 Nov 13, 2014 4:50 PM Time/Busy
9 Nov 13, 2014 4:23 PM Lack of relevant information
10 Nov 13, 2014 3:54 PM It usually just says not to leave my stuff unattended.
11 Nov 13, 2014 3:23 PM Didnt know it was there
12 Nov 13, 2014 3:18 PM I've never noticed it.
13 Nov 13, 2014 3:13 PM Just walk past it
14 Nov 13, 2014 3:05 PM Never stopped to take a look
15 Nov 13, 2014 3:04 PM I haven't noticed it, but I will now
16 Nov 13, 2014 3:04 PM Never occurs to me to read it.
17 Nov 13, 2014 3:02 PM Never really think to stop
18 Nov 13, 2014 3:02 PM Not paying attention
19 Nov 13, 2014 3:02 PM Come in through a different entrance
20 Nov 13, 2014 3:00 PM In a rush
21 Nov 12, 2014 8:46 PM Didn't look
22 Nov 12, 2014 12:30 AM unsure
23 Nov 11, 2014 9:59 PM Usually too busy, that area tends to be a crossing place, not a place to stop at
skipped question
Social Media Survey
Why don't you read the digital sign?
Answer Options
answered question
24 Nov 11, 2014 5:43 PM It's not a habit of mine.
25 Nov 10, 2014 11:49 PM i didnt know there was updates on it
26 Nov 10, 2014 6:22 PM Haven't noticed it.
27 Nov 10, 2014 4:45 AM I have no idea what digital sign. I don't think I have seen it.
28 Nov 9, 2014 3:56 PM Never thought about it
29 Nov 8, 2014 6:23 PM location, and too small! Standing there to read it is sort of in the way of foot traffic.
30 Nov 8, 2014 5:59 PM No idea.
31 Nov 8, 2014 4:27 PM Time
32 Nov 8, 2014 3:35 PM I usually have other things to do
33 Nov 8, 2014 4:17 AM usually in a hurry to get to the library, or talking to people
34 Nov 8, 2014 1:04 AM It's not in a very prominent spot between the two doorways.
35 Nov 8, 2014 12:19 AM I forget to
36 Nov 7, 2014 11:49 PM
I don't notice it's there and have no reason to think important information is displayed on 
it. There is rarely a need to stop in that hallway.
37 Nov 7, 2014 11:45 PM always looking somewhere else i think
38 Nov 7, 2014 11:21 PM I never noticed it
39 Nov 7, 2014 11:19 PM Not much on it
40 Nov 7, 2014 11:00 PM its not convenient to stop turn and look
41 Nov 7, 2014 10:55 PM haven't seen it
42 Nov 7, 2014 10:49 PM Don't need the info
43 Nov 7, 2014 10:33 PM I'm usually in a hurry to get somewhere.
44 Nov 7, 2014 10:30 PM I prefer to get fast answers in person
45 Nov 7, 2014 10:20 PM It's boring! Use a Twitter fall or something instead of that boring info!
46 Nov 7, 2014 9:56 PM No idea it was there
47 Nov 7, 2014 9:46 PM I just don't. I suppose i look at the time occasionally
48 Nov 7, 2014 9:33 PM I hardly visit the library
49 Nov 7, 2014 9:32 PM never really noticed it
50 Nov 7, 2014 9:28 PM I am not sure that I have noticed it
51 Nov 7, 2014 9:19 PM I am old fashioned...more of a poster/sign person
52 Nov 7, 2014 8:26 PM I did not walk by it.
53 Nov 7, 2014 3:01 PM I do sometimes; it just depends on how rushed/busy I am
54 Nov 7, 2014 2:50 PM Don't want to stop
55 Nov 6, 2014 8:43 PM I haven't seen it.
56 Nov 5, 2014 1:15 AM never take notice
57 Nov 4, 2014 8:21 PM Never heard that there was useful information displayed that required my attention
58 Nov 4, 2014 8:17 PM I am usually in a hurry to get somewhere
59 Nov 4, 2014 7:44 PM I guess I have never really noticed that it had information displayed on it.
60 Nov 4, 2014 7:07 PM I don't really know what it is--I assume it just has the day's events?
61 Nov 4, 2014 6:55 PM not important
62 Nov 3, 2014 8:28 PM Don't often walk by it.
63 Nov 3, 2014 6:13 PM I haven't seen it
64 Nov 1, 2014 5:21 PM I did not realize it contained important information
65 Nov 1, 2014 3:15 PM Just passing through
66 Nov 1, 2014 3:27 AM I didn't know it was there
67 Oct 31, 2014 11:31 PM
t never seems to change (that I've noticed casually), can't imagine it has useful 
information
68 Oct 31, 2014 7:10 PM It's not that helpful.
69 Oct 31, 2014 6:41 PM Nothing of value on it
70 Oct 31, 2014 6:24 PM
It is in an awkward location, people are generally walking through that area to get to the 
next, standing and reading the sign would jam traffic.
71 Oct 31, 2014 6:24 PM It doesn't usually catch my eye.
72 Oct 31, 2014 3:08 PM No need to.
73 Oct 31, 2014 2:19 PM I didn't know it was there.
74 Oct 31, 2014 2:08 PM Never noticed it.
75 Oct 31, 2014 1:56 PM Don't hang out in that area enough to top and read it
76 Oct 31, 2014 1:52 PM I do not pass by it often enough
77 Oct 31, 2014 1:49 PM Assume anything relevant or important will be emailed or I can just lookupmyself.
78 Oct 31, 2014 1:48 PM I'm rarely in that area.
79 Oct 31, 2014 12:31 PM No there enough
80 Oct 31, 2014 5:08 AM Usually in a rush
81 Oct 31, 2014 2:06 AM I rarely walk by the sign.
82 Oct 31, 2014 12:28 AM I don't think to
83 Oct 31, 2014 12:17 AM would be better placed inside the commons.
84 Oct 30, 2014 10:59 PM I never wear my glasses and usually don't have time to stop
85 Oct 30, 2014 10:52 PM Because I don't come in that entrance
86 Oct 30, 2014 10:22 PM No need.
87 Oct 30, 2014 10:19 PM I never really noticed it.
88 Oct 30, 2014 9:59 PM I'm usually going somewhere
89 Oct 30, 2014 9:35 PM I never noticed it.
90 Oct 30, 2014 8:24 PM Never really noticed it
91 Oct 30, 2014 8:11 PM No time to stand around there
92 Oct 30, 2014 7:46 PM Not my primary source for that information.
93 Oct 30, 2014 6:49 PM I usually don't use the main entrance, and when I do I don't notice it.
94 Oct 30, 2014 6:46 PM I don't know that I've ever seen it.
95 Oct 30, 2014 6:41 PM Don't have time to stop and look at it
96 Oct 30, 2014 6:36 PM I didn't know it was there
97 Oct 30, 2014 6:20 PM Usually walk by it quickly
98 Oct 30, 2014 6:08 PM Sometime I do, I usually forget it is there
99 Oct 30, 2014 6:05 PM I always enter the library from the North side of the building
100 Oct 30, 2014 5:56 PM I have no reason to be in that hallway
101 Oct 30, 2014 5:22 PM No important news are shown there
102 Oct 30, 2014 5:16 PM Never really think to stop
103 Oct 30, 2014 5:15 PM Never really noticed it
104 Oct 30, 2014 5:14 PM I hardly visit the library
105 Oct 30, 2014 5:13 PM I didn't know it was there
106 Oct 30, 2014 5:12 PM I don't think to read it, don't notice that there's anything different
107 Oct 30, 2014 5:12 PM i just don't pay attention to it
108 Oct 30, 2014 5:01 PM I feel like it might be broken a lot/usually in a hurry.
109 Oct 30, 2014 4:57 PM I didn't see it?
110 Oct 30, 2014 4:46 PM Didn't know it was there
111 Oct 30, 2014 4:37 PM it's usually just about the weather
112 Oct 30, 2014 4:36 PM Rarely walk by there.
113 Oct 30, 2014 4:32 PM I never noticed it.
114 Oct 30, 2014 4:30 PM Not interested really
115 Oct 30, 2014 4:29 PM Haven't noticed it!
116 Oct 30, 2014 4:28 PM Never noticed it
117 Oct 30, 2014 4:27 PM I normally am busy walking to class or going to study
118 Oct 30, 2014 4:25 PM don't really notice it
119 Oct 30, 2014 4:25 PM never noticed
120 Oct 30, 2014 4:24 PM I haven't noticed it yet, but I will now.
121 Oct 30, 2014 4:24 PM I figured if there is something I need to know I can look it up online
122 Oct 30, 2014 2:34 PM
I have just come to assume the stuff on the sign will be telling me not to leave my coat in 
the jacket and what the weather is
123 Oct 30, 2014 2:31 PM Never knew it was there
124 Oct 30, 2014 2:31 PM I forget that it is there.
Response Percent Response Count
35.2% 117
75.0% 249
41.6% 138
69.0% 229
85.8% 285
38.9% 129
40.7% 135
35.5% 118
11.1% 37
58.7% 195
22.3% 74
5.1% 17
332
24
Number Response Date Other (please specify) Categories
1 Nov 13, 2014 3:40 PM continue putting up the weather, please
2 Nov 13, 2014 3:39 PM World News
3 Nov 7, 2014 11:00 PM NBC news
4 Nov 7, 2014 10:20 PM
cnn but no Fox? Come on! At least WSJ! Also, Mashable 
and LinkedIN News
5 Nov 7, 2014 10:00 PM All of these things would be welcome.
6 Nov 7, 2014 9:56 PM important events for law students
7 Nov 7, 2014 8:26 PM Notre Dame Twitter feed
8 Nov 1, 2014 4:27 PM Weather
9 Oct 31, 2014 1:49 PM Above The Law memes
Social Media Survey
CNN
Bloomberg Law, Lexis Advance, WestlawNext News
CDO Announcements
ND Athletics Promotion Twitter Feed
Notre Dame News Twitter feed
Law Student Organization Information
Library News
Sports News (ESPN)
What information should be displayed on the digital sign? (Check all that apply.)
Answer Options
Scotus Blog
Law School Events
Other (please specify)
Jurist
answered question
skipped question
10 Oct 31, 2014 12:39 AM
I checked the above because I think the 2 large screen tvs 
in the Commons provide easy access to ESPN, CNN; 
when working properly and updated, the electronic bulletin 
boards on each floor of Eck feature Law School Events, 
and the other items are easily available on other tech 
devices
11 Oct 30, 2014 6:52 PM Merchandise
12 Oct 30, 2014 6:08 PM Fox News
13 Oct 30, 2014 5:41 PM Wall Street Journal
14 Oct 30, 2014 4:57 PM Fox News
15 Oct 30, 2014 4:34 PM FoxNews
16 Oct 30, 2014 4:29 PM weather
17 Oct 30, 2014 4:25 PM FOX NEWS
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Scotus	  Blog	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  Student	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Appendix B 
Kresge Law Library Fall 2014 Social Media Survey Questions  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Page 1
Kresge Law Library faculty and staff are not eligible to take this survey.  
1. Are you… 
2. Are you … 
 
Demographic Information
*
*
 
Male
 
nmlkj
Female
 
nmlkj
Staff
 
nmlkj
Student (J.D.)
 
nmlkj
Student (LL.M., J.S.D.)
 
nmlkj
Faculty
 
nmlkj
Library Faculty or Staff
 
nmlkj
Page 2
3. How old are you?
 
*
 
18­21
 
nmlkj
22­25
 
nmlkj
26­29
 
nmlkj
30­39
 
nmlkj
40­49
 
nmlkj
50 or older
 
nmlkj
Page 3
4. Do you own a smartphone? 
 
Social Media
 
Yes
 
nmlkj
No
 
nmlkj
Page 4
5. Do you plan to purchase or upgrade to a smartphone in the next 6 months?
 
Social Media
*
 
Yes
 
nmlkj
No
 
nmlkj
Page 5
6. Which operating system does your smartphone have?
 
Social Media
*
 
iPhone (iOS)
 
nmlkj
Blackberry
 
nmlkj
Android
 
nmlkj
Windows
 
nmlkj
Other (please specify)
 
 
nmlkj
Page 6
7. How do you access social media networks? (Check all that apply.)
 
Social Media
 
Smartphone
 
gfedc
Tablet
 
gfedc
Desktop or laptop computer
 
gfedc
eReader (Kindle, Nook, etc.)
 
gfedc
Other (please specify)
 
 
gfedc
Page 7
8. Do you snap QR codes with your smartphone/tablet?
 
Social Media
*
 
Yes
 
nmlkj
No
 
nmlkj
Page 8
9. How often do you communicate using the following methods?
 
*
Often Sometimes Rarely Never
Email nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Text message nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Instant message nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Social media nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Telephone nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
In person nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Other nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
 
Other (please specify method) 
Page 9
10. Why do you visit social networks? (Check all that apply.)
11. How much time in a day do you spend on social media?
12. Social networking is an effective way of communicating with peers?
 
Social Media
*
*
*
 
To keep in touch with friends and family.
 
gfedc
To network with peers.
 
gfedc
To get updates on new course opportunities.
 
gfedc
To make professional and business contacts.
 
gfedc
To get news about research, scholarship, and publishing.
 
gfedc
To share and discover photos, videos, and music.
 
gfedc
To find fun content (e.g., trivia, photos, humor).
 
gfedc
To find information and share feedback about new products.
 
gfedc
To promote a business or cause.
 
gfedc
Other (please specify)
 
 
gfedc
0­2 hours
 
nmlkj
3­5 hours
 
nmlkj
6 or more hours
 
nmlkj
None
 
nmlkj
Strongly disagree
 
nmlkj
Disagree
 
nmlkj
Neither agree nor disagree
 
nmlkj
Agree
 
nmlkj
Strongly agree
 
nmlkj
Page 10
13. Do you follow other Notre Dame departments or libraries on social media?
 
Social Media
*
 
Yes
 
nmlkj
No
 
nmlkj
Page 11
14. Which Notre Dame departments or libraries do a particularly good job of engaging 
their audience(s) on social media? 
 
 
Social Media
*
 
Page 12
15. Would you follow the Kresge Law Library on a social media network?
 
Social Media
*
 
Yes
 
nmlkj
No
 
nmlkj
Page 13
16. Which of the following social media networks would you use to follow the Kresge Law 
Library? (Check all that apply.)
 
 
Twitter
 
gfedc
Facebook
 
gfedc
Tumblr
 
gfedc
Instagram
 
gfedc
LinkedIn
 
gfedc
Pinterest
 
gfedc
Google+
 
gfedc
Flickr
 
gfedc
Other (please specify)
 
 
gfedc
Page 14
17. Why wouldn't you follow the Kresge Law Library?
 
 
 
Page 15
18. What topics should be covered by Kresge Law Library social media?
 
 
*
 
Page 16
19. Do you read the digital sign just outside the main entrance to the Kresge Law 
Library?
 
Digital signage
*
 
Yes
 
nmlkj
No
 
nmlkj
Page 17
20. Why don't you read the digital sign? 
 
21. What information should be displayed on the digital sign? (Check all that apply.)
 
Digital signage
*
*
 
Sports News (ESPN)
 
gfedc
Library News
 
gfedc
Bloomberg Law, Lexis Advance, WestlawNext News
 
gfedc
CDO Announcements
 
gfedc
Law School Events
 
gfedc
Scotus Blog
 
gfedc
CNN
 
gfedc
Notre Dame News Twitter feed
 
gfedc
Jurist
 
gfedc
Law Student Organization Information
 
gfedc
ND Athletics Promotion Twitter Feed
 
gfedc
Other (please specify)
 
 
gfedc
Page 18
To be eligible for the drawing of either one of: 
 
one $100, two $50, or four $25 gift certificates at Amazon.com, answer the following question correctly: 
22. Who is the Dean of the University of Notre Dame Law School? 
23. Please give us your contact information so we can let you know if you've won!
 
Thank you!
Name
E­mail
Rev. John I. Jenkins, C.S.C.
 
nmlkj
Nell Jessup Newton
 
nmlkj
Barack Obama
 
nmlkj
Social Media Good Practices 
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Appendix C 
Kresge Law Library Fall 2014 Social Media Survey summary  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

•
•

••
•
••
••
•
•
•
•
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
••
•
•
Law School  @NDLaw    (42 responses)
Law Career Development Office@NDLawCareers   (36 responses)
Athletics (The Fighting Irish)  @FightingIrish    (26 responses)
Student Bar Association facebook.com/NDLawSBA (26 responses)
Proud to be ND @ProudtobeND    (12 responses)
Kresge Law Library @ndlawlibrary      (5 responses) 
Campus Ministry @NDMinistry     (4 responses)
••
•
•
•
•

• …
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
 
 
 
 
••
◦
◦
◦

◦
◦



••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social Media Good Practices 
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Appendix D 
University of Notre Dame Social Media Decision Tree 
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Appendix E 
Peer Institution Social Media Research – Facebook  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kresge	  Law	  Library	  Communications	  Team	  Facebook	  Benchmarking	  March	  18,	  2015
CORNELL DUKE FORDHAM	   GEORGETOWN
Date	  of	  1st	  FB	  post 10/21/11 2007 2010 8/27/09
Total	  #	  of	  posts	   181 412	  	  (103	  pgs./4	  a	  day) no	  acces	  prior	  to	  2014	   453	  	  (appr.	  151	  pgs/3	  a	  day)
#	  for	  Aug-­‐Dec.	  2014 34 28 5 47
#	  of	  likes	  (home	  page) 844 1,043 546 8,302
#	  of	  visits	  (home	  page) 114 275 56 7,915
How	  frequently	  does	  
the	  library	  Post?
3-­‐4	  weeks	  in	  a	  month;	  on	  
avg.	  2-­‐3	  times	  a	  week;	  
most	  often	  once	  a	  day
3-­‐4	  wks	  per	  month,	  1-­‐2	  
days	  per	  week,	  once	  a	  
day	  
Maximum	  4	  times	  a	  
month	  with	  months	  not	  
covered
3-­‐4	  wks	  per	  month,	  3	  days	  
per	  week,	  3	  x's	  a	  day	  
How	  broad	  are	  the	  
topics	  included	  in	  the	  
posts?
law	  focused:hist.pics	  of	  
law	  schl	  &	  libr;	  Nat,	  legal	  
news;	  legal	  quips/jokes;	  
death	  of	  fac/staff;	  law	  
school	  anniversaries;	  Info	  
briefs	  on	  Lib	  services/	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
acquisitions;	  visitor	  fac.	  
Presentations;	  ProQuest	  
Congress.	  Dabatabases-­‐-­‐
Info	  Brief-­‐Blog;	  lib	  via	  
Legal	  Infor.	  Inst.;	  Nat.	  
News	  and	  Rollingstone	  
article	  	  featuring	  Law	  
Profs.;	  	  US	  Census	  Bureau	  
and	  the	  law
Library:	  weather,	  hours,	  
exhibits,	  announcements	  
Law	  fac.	  &	  SJD	  publ.;free	  
access	  to	  Hein	  on	  Line,	  
NC	  Bar	  Ass'n,	  free	  book	  
cart,	  JD	  Tours,	  legal	  
research	  tips;Legal	  trivia	  
contests;	  fund	  raisers	  
with	  text	  books	  as	  prizes;	  	  
Goodson	  Blogson.	  	  Nat./	  
Legal/	  US	  Gov./	  Supeme	  
Crt.	  news;	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Law	  Schl:	  "Goodson	  
Blogson,	  	  
DUKELAWREF.BLOGSPOT	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Legal	  Research	  activities;	  
Fordham	  Law	  Review;	  
Library	  Announcements;	  
Inclement	  weather.	  	  Lists	  
from	  2010-­‐2013	  are	  
inacessible
The	  topics	  are	  quite	  broad.	  
The	  law	  School	  and	  the	  Law	  
Library	  Facebooks	  merged	  
and	  they	  combine	  twitter	  
feed	  and	  facebook	  
together.	  They	  post	  
National	  legal	  news,	  
announce	  student	  services	  
and	  activities,	  holiday	  
wishes,	  Faculty	  publications	  
noted	  in	  national	  
newspapers	  and	  nationally	  
publicized	  interviews	  in	  
print,	  on	  air,	  mass	  media.	  	  
What	  non-­‐library/	  	  	  	  	  	  
non-­‐law	  school	  posts	  	  	  
(if	  any)	  exist?
See	  items	  listed	  in	  bold	  
above	  
See	  items	  listed	  in	  bold	  
above	  
There	  were	  none	  for	  
2014
See	  items	  listed	  in	  bold	  
above	  
Were	  there	  responses	  
(from	  other	  facebook	  
users)	  to	  any	  of	  the	  
posts?	  
Origins	  of	  responses	  
unknown	  but	  the	  #	  of	  
responses:	  Like	  -­‐-­‐	  74	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Comments	  -­‐-­‐-­‐	  2	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Share-­‐-­‐	  3
Aug-­‐Dec	  2014	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Likes:	  7	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Comments:	  2	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Share:	  3
For	  all	  of	  2014	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Likes:	  	  316	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Comments:	  24	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Share:	  3
Aug-­‐Dec	  2014	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Likes:	  178	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Comments:	  9	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Share:	  60
Is	  facebook	  page	  
valuable	  to	  library	  
patrons?
Info	  Briefs:	  provide	  library	  
service	  hours/	  holdings/	  
news	  etc.;	  	  Research	  
support,	  etc.
It	  is	  of	  service	  but	  with	  
little	  response	  or	  
engagement	  
Yes,	  Legal	  Research	  &	  
library	  announcements.	  
Upgrade	  with	  graphics	  
and	  pictorals	  
The	  large	  number	  of	  over-­‐
all	  likes	  and	  visits	  implies	  
that	  this	  is	  a	  popular	  &	  
valuable	  site.	  
Overall	  impression	  of	  
library's	  facebook	  
page	  
The	  visuals	  coupled	  with	  
the	  subject	  matter	  were	  
interesting	  &	  informative	  
	  Appears	  more	  like	  an	  
expanded	  tweet	  vs.	  a	  
means	  to	  engage,	  interact	  
with	  the	  reader.	  
Very	  limited	  in	  scope.	  
Poor	  or	  no	  access	  to	  
previous	  years'	  entries
This	  one	  was	  excellent	  in	  its	  
diversity	  of	  format	  and	  
content
GW	  LAW	  LIBRARY	   VANDERBILT
BOSTON	  COLLEGE	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Daniel	  R.	  Coquillette	  Rare	  
Book	  Room	  
2009/2010 3/6/09 9/30/08
217 281 224
47 25
5…	  posted	  more	  frequnetly	  
(sometimes	  multiple	  posts	  
per	  week)	  when	  facebook	  
page	  was	  started
327 543 152
269 534
4	  (not	  100%	  clear	  on	  how	  
this	  differs	  from	  "views")
3-­‐4	  wks	  per	  month,	  avg	  1-­‐2	  
days	  per	  week;	  1-­‐10	  posts	  on	  a	  
given	  day	  
Weekly,	  but	  not	  every	  day.	  	  Had	  gap	  from	  	  Nov.	  
2013	  to	  Feb.	  2014.	  	  Other	  gaps	  in	  2012-­‐2013	  for	  
no	  apparent/announced	  purpose. 0-­‐2	  times	  per	  month
Primarily	  Libr.	  &	  Law	  focused,	  
hours/holidays,	  moderate	  #	  of	  
pics,	  common	  use	  of	  links	  to	  
topics:	  Library	  service/info,	  
Lawlapalooza	  (library)	  
Research	  Fair,	  Scholarly	  
Commons	  Downlads,	  Nat.	  Film	  
Industry,	  Faculty	  Publ.,	  library	  
displays	  /	  exhibits	  with	  pics,	  
New	  Acquisitons,	  Legal	  	  
Research	  Grants,	  Safety	  Expo,	  
Banned	  Book	  Sales	  Event	  
(ALA.ORG),	  links	  to	  other	  
University	  Presses,	  Blog	  
WP.ME
Mostly	  library/law	  related.
No	  separate	  law	  library	  
facebook…	  only	  the	  Rare	  
Books	  room	  facebook	  
which	  focuses	  on	  materials	  
in	  the	  RB	  collection.	  	  Recent	  
acquisitions	  and	  research	  
projects.	  	  Thematic	  
presentations,	  etc.	  (Francis	  
Bacon,	  Roman	  Law,	  Day	  in	  
life	  of	  19th	  C.	  Lawyer,	  etc.)
CAMPUSADVISORIES.GWU.EDU
Info	  on	  exhibts,	  workshops,	  presentations	  taking	  
place	  on	  campus	  and	  in	  the	  law	  school.
Related	  events	  LH&RB	  
(legal	  history	  and	  rare	  
books)	  and	  blogs	  related	  to	  
Aug	  -­‐	  Dec	  2014	  	  #	  of	  posts	  	  47	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
No	  comments	  at	  all	  for	  2014,	  
but	  there	  were	  comments	  in	  
2013.	  	  
One	  from	  a	  student No
It	  is	  of	  service	  but	  with	  little	  
response	  or	  interactive	  
engagement	  
According	  to	  the	  likes	  and	  visits,	  it	  would	  appear	  
to	  be.	  	  However,	  what	  is	  the	  difference	  between	  
the	  two	  numbers	  stated?
More	  likely	  to	  be	  valuable	  
for	  the	  LH&RB	  crowd,	  but	  
there	  is	  no	  general	  law	  
library	  page	  so	  some	  
It's	  primary	  focus	  appears	  to	  
be	  on	  Faculty	  publications	  and	  
library	  announcements	  
Very	  well	  done	  and	  maintained.
Nice	  way	  to	  showcase	  their	  
holdings	  and	  provide	  info	  
about	  other	  LH&RB	  
resources,	  but	  has	  a	  limited	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Appendix F 
Peer Institution Social Media Research – Twitter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
School
#	  of	  
following	  
(as	  of	  3/2)
#	  of	  
followers	  
(as	  of	  3/2)
Total	  
Tweets	  (as	  
of	  3/2)
Twitter	  
Start	  Date
Tweets	  
(Aug–Dec	  
2014)
Does	  Law	  
School	  have	  a	  
separate	  
account?
Frequency	  of	  
Tweets
Boston	  College 178 1112 1307 Feb.	  2010 27 Yes 1–2	  times/week
Cornell 213 718 729 Oct.	  2011 181 Yes Daily
Duke 112 666 554 Oct.	  2009 34 Yes 1-­‐2	  times/week
Emory 281 1062 1576 June	  2010 70 N/A 3–4	  times/week
Fordham 474 149 83 June	  2010 11 Yes 2–3	  times/month
Georgetown 203 2178 1074 May	  2009 95 Yes 2–3	  times/week
George	  Washington 20 438 306 Mar.	  2009 53 Yes 3–4	  times/week
Washington	  and	  Lee 123 854 1889 Mar.	  2009 79 Yes Daily
Tweet	  Content Non-­‐Library	  &	  Non-­‐Law	  Tweets Responses	  to	  tweets?
Mostly	  limited	  to	  library	  and	  external	  law-­‐
related	  news	  issues
Government	  reports,	  e.g.	  Senate	  Committee	  
Reports,	  U.S.	  Supreme	  Court	  decisions Yes
Broader	  than	  library	  and	  external	  law-­‐related	  
news	  issues;	  includes	  law	  school	  topics	  and	  
technical	  tips
Although	  infrequently,	  unrelated	  pop	  culture	  and	  
entertainment	  humor Very	  few
Mostly	  limited	  to	  library	  and	  	  law-­‐related	  news	  
issues;	  outside	  of	  general	  information,	  
everything	  tied	  to	  blog Trivia-­‐type	  information,	  e.g.	  Magna	  Carta	  birthday No
Yes
Mostly	  limited	  to	  library	  and	  law-­‐related	  
issues,	  e.g.,	  hours	  and	  new	  scholarship
Non-­‐law	  school	  programs	  and	  general	  interest	  
information,	  e.g.	  Apple	  power	  chargers Very	  few
Most	  tweets	  link	  to	  law	  library	  blog,	  “Due	  
Process,”	  which	  tends	  to	  focus	  on	  research	  
strategies	  and	  resources;	  original	  content	  
generally	  library-­‐sponsored	  events
Links	  guest	  speaker	  publications,	  and	  other	  
mainstream	  law	  and	  legal	  content,	  e.g.,	  WSJ,	  LOC;	  
retweets	  of	  Georgetown	  and	  OIT	  information No
Mostly	  limited	  to	  library	  and	  law-­‐related	  
issues None No
Mostly	  limited	  to	  library	  and	  law-­‐related	  
issues	  with	  sales	  pitch	  slant Clio,	  FastTrack,	  Westlaw,	  etc. No
Emory	  Law	  uses	  one	  Twitter	  account,	  and	  the	  breadth	  of	  topics	  is	  broad:	  law	  school	  
announcements,	  	  healthcare,	  volunteer	  activities,	  and	  general	  notices
Does	  Twitter	  seem	  valuable	  for	  
library	  patrons? Overal	  impression
Yes;	  a	  	  concise,	  informational	  tool
Page	  kept	  professional,	  and	  brings	  awareness	  to	  new	  databases,	  court	  
rulings,	  library	  acquisitions,	  enhancements	  (Lexis	  &	  Westlaw),	  and	  new	  
publications	  and	  books
Yes
Lends	  credence	  to	  tweeting	  on	  a	  regular	  basis	  and	  including	  non-­‐law	  
content.	  However,	  because	  Cornell	  tweets	  frequently,	  non-­‐law	  
content	  is	  grounded	  in	  library-­‐focused	  content
Yes;	  selectively	  tweet	  information
Duke	  does	  not	  employ	  “in	  your	  face”	  tweeting,	  and	  it	  puts	  information	  
out	  when	  it	  is	  warranted.	  While	  they	  tweet	  fewer	  times,	  it	  makes	  it	  
more	  likely	  you	  will	  pay	  attention
Yes
Few	  direct	  library	  tweets.	  Most	  entries	  concern	  professors,	  
publications,	  and	  notice	  from	  the	  law	  school.	  However,	  it	  remains	  a	  
popular	  account
No
The	  library	  account	  lacks	  interesting	  content	  and	  diversity,	  and	  pales	  in	  
comparison	  to	  the	  law	  school	  account
Yes;	  while	  blog	  conveys	  
information,	  people	  more	  likely	  to	  
use	  Twitter
Another	  means	  to	  promote	  library	  blog	  content	  rather	  than	  stand-­‐
alone	  library	  service	  information
Yes Routinely	  and	  professionally	  maintained
Yes
Some	  information	  was	  valuable,	  e.g.,	  Westlaw’s	  password	  change	  
operation,	  while	  other	  information	  was	  more	  sales	  pitch	  in	  nature
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Appendix G 
Example of a Persona created by Kai Alexis Smith 
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Appendix H 
Best times to Post to Social Media  
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Appendix I 
Social Media Cheat Sheet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
